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ABSTRACT 

 

In recent years, lanthanide (Ln
3+

)-doped upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) have 

emerged as efficient and versatile bioimaging as well as therapeutic tools. In general, 

these nanoparticles can be excited with near-infrared (NIR) light and emit higher-energy 

photons spanning the ultraviolet (UV), visible and NIR ranges via a multiphoton process 

known as upconversion. The multiphoton excitation occurs through a plethora of 4f 

excited electronic energy states, which have long lifetimes (micro- to millisecond). 

Compared with conventional fluorophores, UCNPs possess several advantages including 

reduced autofluorescence background, remarkable tissue penetration, and low 

cytotoxicity. Driven by these factors, Ln
3+

-doped UCNPs could serve as excellent 

candidates for numerous biological applications. In this thesis, our work is mainly 

focused on the development of novel nanostructures combining UCNPs with other 

modalities for bioimaging and therapeutic applications.  

In the first part, we develop novel hybrid nanomaterials that exploit the interesting optical 

properties of both UCNPs and gold nanorods (GNRs), and bring them together onto a 

single nanoplatform. It is well known that GNRs are good candidates for photothermal 

therapy (PTT) where cancer cells are destroyed by optical heating. In order to generate a 

temperature increase in diseased cells, GNRs absorb light causing electrons to undergo 

transitions from the ground state to the excited state. The electronic excitation energy 

subsequently results in an increase in the kinetic energy, which leads to overheating of 

the local environment around the light absorbing species. Therefore, local cells or tissues 
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could be destroyed by the heat produced. In addition, UCNPs can be applied as 

nanothermometers based on the temperature dependent luminescence where their 

luminescence intensity ratios (LIR) vary as a function of temperature. Thermal sensing 

with UCNPs could therefore be used for controlling the photothermal treatment, which 

would minimize collateral damage in healthy tissues surrounding the hyperthermia target. 

In detail, Part I is divided into two sections based on two different nanostructures 

(Section I and Section II). In Section I, we developed a novel core/shell nanostructure 

using a multistep strategy consisting of a GNR core with an upconverting shell of 

NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

(GNR@UCNPs). The absorption of GNR was tuned to ∼660 nm, 

which was resonant with the upconverted red Er
3+

 emission emanating from the 
4
F9/2 

excited state. Upon laser irradiation, UCNPs converted NIR light to UV/visible photons 

via energy transfer, which could then be absorbed by GNRs and converted into heat. 

Meanwhile, the intensity ratio of the upconverted green emission showed remarkable 

thermal sensitivity, which was used to calculate the temperature change due to rapid heat 

conversion from the GNR core. Doxorubicin (DOX), a model anticancer drug, was 

selected to load into the GNR@UCNPs. In terms of the drug release profile, it was shown 

that the release of DOX was significantly enhanced at lower pH and higher temperature 

caused by photothermal effect. This multifunctional nanocomposite, which is well suited 

for bioimaging and local heating, shows strong potential for use in cancer therapy. 

In section II, we developed another novel multifunctional nanocomposite consisting of 

GNRs, silicon dioxide (SiO2), and NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs (GNR@SiO2@UCNPs), 

with highly integrated functionalities including luminescence imaging, PTT and 
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photodynamic therapy (PDT) capabilities. PDT is a light-activated clinical treatment, 

which causes the controlled death of diseased cells, such as tumor cells. It is based on a 

process in which a light sensitive drug called a photosensitizer is introduced in the cells, 

and is subsequently excited with light at an appropriate wavelength. The absorbed energy 

is transferred to the molecular oxygen present in the surroundings, generating reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) whose presence can trigger the death of the cells. Regarding this 

novel nanostructure, the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of GNRs was tuned to 980 nm, 

which overlapped with the Yb
3+

 absorption. Under exposure of laser irradiation, UCNPs 

and GNRs could be excited simultaneously resulting in the generation of heat by the 

GNR with the ability to detect the temperature increment from the NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 

UCNPs as above. In addition, it is worth noting that luminescence enhancement was 

observed when compared with bare UCNPs due to the localized field created by the 

GNRs. Finally, a photosensitizer, zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc), was loaded into the 

mesoporous silica. Under laser irradiation, UCNPs absorbed NIR light and converted it to 

visible light, subsequently activating the photosensitizer to release singlet oxygen for 

future applications in PDT. Therefore, such multifunctional nanocomposites, which are 

well suited for bioimaging, photothermal and photodynamic effects and show strong 

potential in cancer therapy. 

Part II is focused on the hybrid nanocarrier consisting NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs that 

were encapsulated in the aqueous core of liposomes and the potential of the obtained 

nanocarriers for drug delivery was shown by co-loading DOX. Liposomes, which 

composed of a lamellar phase lipid bilayer, are considered as good candidates for drug 

delivery, since their structure is similar to that of cell membranes. They can be selectively 
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trapped by tumor tissues due to the high permeability of tumor vasculature toward 

liposomes in combination with the lack of proper lymphatic drainage. Therefore, 

liposomes have been introduced as suitable nanocarriers for UCNPs. Under 980 nm 

excitation, a decrease of the green upconversion emission of the UCNPs was observed 

when DOX was co-loaded with the UCNPs in the liposome nanocarrier. This quenching 

effect was assigned to the energy transfer between the donor UCNP and the acceptor 

DOX, and most importantly, it allowed for the spectral monitoring of the DOX loading 

and release from the liposome nanocarriers. Thus, the drug loading, release, and spectral 

monitoring properties of the obtained liposome nanocarriers were thoroughly 

characterized allowing us to assess their potential as bioimaging and therapeutic 

nanocarriers. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Basics 

1.1.1 Lanthanide ion-based luminescent nanomaterials 

Lanthanides refer to the series of metallic chemical elements with atomic numbers 57 

through 71 located at the sixth period and IIIB group in the periodic table, ranging from 

lanthanum to lutetium. These lanthanide elements, along with the other chemical similar 

elements scandium and yttrium, are also known as the rare earth elements. Historically, 

the term “rare earth” was first named by the chemist Johan Gadolin in 1794 [1]. The rare 

earths were so named because of their low concentration in minerals, which were rare. 

However, some of the elements are neither “rare” nor “earths” [2, 3]. The lanthanides 

were first discovered in 1787 when a mineral was found in a town called Ytterby in 

Sweden [4]. The mineral was later separated into the various lanthanide elements. After 

that, Professor Gadolin obtained yttria (an impure form of yttrium oxide) in 1794 from 

the mineral [1]. Subsequently, with the development of lanthanide chemistry over two 

centuries, these elements have been applied in different fields including chemical 

industry, agriculture, and biomedicine [5-8]. 

The lanthanides have similarities in their electronic configuration, which presents most of 

their physical similarities. A summary of the electronic configurations of the lanthanides 

is shown in Table 1.1. These elements have electrons in the f orbital, which are different 

from the main group elements. After Lanthanum, the electron starts to fill the 4f sub-shell 

before the 5d sub-shell, due to the energy of the 4f sub-shell falls below that of the 5d 
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sub-shell. Some of the lanthanides, such as Yb
2+

, Tb
4+

 and Ce
4+

, may exist in the 2+, 4+ 

oxidation states, owing to the fact that the f orbital is fully, half occupied or empty, while 

the most common and stable lanthanide ions (Ln
3+

) are the 3+ oxidation state. This is 

because the 3+ oxidation state leaves the ions in the 4f sub-shell and the ionization energy 

of the f electrons is large, which could be considered core-like. This stability also 

indicates that modification through chemical methods is highly difficult. Since the 6s and 

5d electrons are drawn closer towards the nucleus resulting in the well-known lanthanide 

contraction effect, the f electrons exhibit poor nuclear charge shielding behavior. The f 

electrons are the poorest for shielding, while the s electrons are the best. The 5s
2
 and 5p

6
 

electrons penetrate the f sub-shell and as the nuclear charge increases, an increase in the 

contraction is also observed. The shielding of the f electrons by their s and p counterparts 

has a direct impact on the magnetic and spectroscopic properties especially in the fact 

that they are highly uninfluenced by the ligands coordinating the lanthanide atoms. In 

addition, the crystal field splitting is significantly less in comparison to that of the d block 

elements. As a result, the bands in the electronic spectra of the lanthanides are very sharp 

showing narrow emission profiles.  

Z Name Symbol 
Electronic 

outside the Ln 

Configuration 

[Xe] core Ln3+ 

Metallic radius 

pm 

Ionic radius 

M3+ pm 
Colour of Ln3+ 

57 
58 

59 

60 
61 

62 

63 
64 

65 
66 

67 

68 
69 

70 

71 

Lanthanum 
Cerium 

Praseodymium 

Neodymium 
Promethium 

Samarium 

Europium 
Gadolinium 

Terbium 
Dysprosium 

Holmium 

Erbium 
Thulium 

Ytterbium 

Lutetium 

La 
Ce 

Pr 

Nd 
Pm 

Sm 

Eu 
Gd 

Tb 
Dy 

Ho 

Er 
Tm 

Yb 

Lu 

5d16s2 
4f15d16s2 

4f36s2 

4f46s2 
4f56s2 

4f66s2 

4f76s2 
4f75d16s2 

4f96s2 
4f106s2 

4f116s2 

4f126s2 
4f136s2 

4f146s2 

4f145d16s2 

- 
4f1 

4f2 

4f3 
4f4 

4f5 

4f6 
4f7 

4f8 
4f9 

4f10 

4f11 
4f12 

4f13 

4f14 

187 
183 

182 

181 
- 

179 

204 
180 

178 
177 

176 

175 
174 

194 

174 

106 
103 

101 

100 
98 

96 

95 
94 

92 
91 

89 

88 
87 

86 

85 

Colourless 
Colourless 

Green 

Lilac 
Yellow 

Yellow 

Pale pink 
Colourless 

Pale pink 
Yellow 

Yellow 

Rose pink 
Pale green 

Colourless 

Colourless 

 

Table 1.1 Ground state electronic configurations of the lanthanide elements [9, 10] 
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Lanthanides possess intrinsic luminescence that originates from f−f electron transitions in 

the 4f sub-shell and offer unique properties for optical imaging. Recently, much attention 

has been given to lanthanide luminescence when doped in inorganic hosts, in particular 

when the host has particle sizes in the nanometer regime. Typically, this occurs upon 

direct excitation into an excited state followed by emission and return to the ground state 

again. A suitable excitation source, which wavelength is resonant with the energy gap 

separating the ground and excited states, is required.  

A promising method to achieve lanthanide emission is through a process known as 

upconversion. In brief, upconversion is a process where low energy near-infrared (NIR) 

excitation light is converted to higher energies covering a broad wavelength region from 

the ultraviolet (UV) to the visible to the NIR (with wavelengths shorter than the 

excitation source). In this process, upconversion is achieved by absorbing energy through 

two or more excitation photons to generate one emission photon, and it is characterized 

by the emission of light at shorter wavelengths than the excitation wavelength [11]. In 

particular, unlike two-photon luminescence (TPL), absorption of the photons is sequential 

and not simultaneous [12]. In the latter case, it requires excitation with costly ultrafast 

(femtosecond) pulsed lasers. The upconversion process benefits from real intermediate 

excited states possessing long lifetimes typically in the μs to ms range [13]. This allows 

for the sequential and step-wise absorption of NIR photons to achieve excitation of the 

final energy state followed by the generation of a higher energy photon. 
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Upconversion is well known to occur via three major mechanisms namely excited state 

absorption (ESA), cross-relaxation (CR) upconversion, and energy transfer upconversion 

(ETU). They are highlighted briefly below.  

1.1.2 Upconversion luminescence 

1.1.2.1 Excited state absorption (ESA) 

ESA is an upconversion process, which involves only a single ion and is the successive 

absorption of two photons by a single Ln
3+

 ion. As shown in the Figure 1.1, if an 

incoming photon of a wavelength resonant with the energy gap separating ground state G 

and excited state E1, it will bring the ion to an intermediate excited level (E1) from the 

ground state (G). This phenomenon is referred to as ground state absorption (GSA). After 

that, due to the long lifetime of E1, a second photon promotes it to the upper emitting 

level (E2). The transition of electrons from E2 back to G results in the emission of a 

photon having higher energy than either of the photons absorbed. This is the least 

efficient upconversion mechanism, and this phenomenon occurs in materials having low 

lanthanide dopant concentrations since the distance separating them is too large for any 

effective interaction. 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of the excited state absorption process. 
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1.1.2.2 Cross-relaxation (CR) upconversion and energy transfer upconversion (ETU) 

There exist two upconversion mechanisms, which involve energy transfer between two 

neighbouring ions in close proximity where one ion acts as a donor of energy, while the 

second acts as an acceptor of energy. The first, CR upconversion, two identical ions in 

close proximity are both excited from the ground state (G) to intermediate excited state 

(E1) by GSA, then energy transfer occurs through a non-radiative process in which one 

ion returns to the ground state while another is promoted to the upper emitting level (E2) 

(Figure 1.2). 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the cross-relaxation upconversion process. 

The second, ETU, occurs in co-doped materials, which involves the successive energy 

transfer from a donor ion to an acceptor ion. In this upconversion process, donor ions are 

excited to their intermediate states via GSA. Then, a non-radiative energy transfer from 

donor ions to the acceptor ions results in the promotion of the latter to its intermediate 

state. A second transfer subsequently occurs and promotes the acceptor ions to the 

emitting state (Figure 1.3). 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of the energy transfer upconversion process. 

1.1.3 Composition of UCNPs 

UCNPs generally consist of an inorganic host doped with Ln
3+ 

ions, in which the distance 

between Ln
3+

 ions should be below ~10 Å to allow energy transfer, which constitutes the 

most efficient mechanism of upconversion. The amount and type of dopants, size and 

phase of nanoparticles can be tuned to achieve multiple emissions over a wide spectral 

range [14]. 

1.1.3.1 Host for UCNPs 

Host materials should optimally be highly transparent in the visible and NIR regions, as 

well as be characterized by low energy phonons to minimize host absorption losses and 

maximize the luminescence output. In that regard, the best materials known to date 

belong to the “fluorides family”, because fluorides usually exhibit low phonon energies 

(<500 cm
−1

), high chemical stability and thus are often used as host materials for 

upconversion processes [15]. Based on this, NaREF4 such as NaYF4 [16-19], NaGdF4 [20, 
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21], NaLuF4 [22] has been the most popular host for lanthanide-doped UCNPs due to 

their relative low phonon energy and excellent chemical stability [23]. To date, there are 

two phase structures of NaREF4 UCNPs, namely (α-) cubic phase and (β-) hexagonal 

phase. Generally, it is accepted that (β-) hexagonal phase is the most efficient phase due 

to their unique crystal structure [24].  

1.1.3.2 Sensitizers for UCNPs 

Regarding the ETU process, the sensitizer should possess a high absorption cross-section 

for the excitation wavelength and energy levels matching those of activator. In this case, 

Yb
3+ 

is the best choice. This is because the energy level of Yb
3+

 is quite simple, with only 

one excited state (
2
F5/2) that is in resonance with 980 nm wavelength light. Hence, a 980 

nm laser is applied as the excitation source to match the 
2
F7/2

2
F5/2 transition of Yb

3+
. 

From Figure 1.4, we can find this energy gap between 
2
F7/2 and 

2
F5/2 is resonant with the 

energy gaps between several excited states of commonly used activator ions, such as Er
3+ 

etc. Therefore, Yb
3+

 can be considered as an excellent sensitizer to donate energy to other 

ions.  

1.1.3.3 Activators for UCNPs 

According to the ETU process, the acceptors should be characterized by energy levels 

homogeneously distributed, with an energy separation between them equivalent to the 

sensitizer emission. Once sensitizers are excited, activators are likely to extract energy 

from nearby excited sensitizers to promote transitions to higher energy levels. Based on 

these considerations, Er
3+

, Tm
3+

 and Ho
3+

 (especially Er
3+

 and Tm
3+

) are ideal ETU 

activators owing to the unique ladder-like arrangement of their energy levels [25].  
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Among the commonly used activators, Er
3+

 shows the highest upconversion efficiency, 

due to similar energy gaps from 
4
I15/2 to 

4
I11/2 (first transition) and 

4
I11/2 to 

4
F7/2 (second 

transition) (Figure 1.4). In Yb
3+

-Er
3+

 co-doped UCNPs, the green and red emissions are 

most commonly observed under 980 nm laser irradiation. This mechanism is shown in 

Figure 1.4, where the green and red emissions emanate from the 
2
H11/2, 

4
S3/2

4
I15/2 and 

4
F9/2

4
I15/2 transitions, respectively. Upon the laser irradiation, Yb

3+
 absorbs NIR 

photons with the generation of the 
2
F7/2

2
F5/2 transition. Subsequently, the 

4
I11/2 energy 

level of Er
3+ 

is resonant with the 
2
F5/2 level of Yb

3+
resulting in a very efficient energy 

transfer process, while Yb
3+

 drops back to its 
2
F7/2 ground state. Due to the energy level 

match, the Er
3+

 can be populated to the higher excited state (
4
F7/2, 

4
F9/2 state) through 

similar resonant energy transfer from the sensitizer. After multiphonon relaxation to the 

2
H11/2 and 

4
S3/2, green emissions corresponding to 525 and 545 nm are observed to 

radiative decay from the 
2
H11/2 and 

4
S3/2 excited states to the 

4
I15/2 ground state. 

Alternatively, the red emission at 655 nm arises from the 
4
F9/2 state, which is attributed to 

either multiphonon relaxation from the higher 
4
S3/2 state or exciting Er

3+
 ions from the 

4
I13/2 state to the 

4
F9/2 state via energy transferring from the 

2
F5/2 of Yb

3+
. 
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Figure 1.4 Energy level diagram for UCNPs in Yb
3+

/Er
3+

 and Yb
3+

/Tm
3+ 

[26]. 

1.2 Synthesis of UCNPs 

The controlled synthesis of monodispersed UCNPs is necessary for extended bioimaging 

and therapeutic applications. To date, several methods including thermal decomposition 

(thermolysis) [27, 28], hydrothermal/sovothermal [29, 30], microwave [31, 32], etc., have 

been developed. Among all these methods, thermal decomposition with metal 

trifluoroacetate precursors has been recognized as a common route to synthesize high 

quality monodisperse UCNPs with small size and narrow size distribution. Thermal 

decomposition refers to a chemical decomposition caused by heat. This method was first 

used for synthesis of highly monodisperse LaF3 in 2005 [33]. LaF3 triangular nanoplates 

2F7/2 

2F5/2 
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(2.0 × 16.0 nm) were synthesized by trifluoroacetate precursors (CF3COO)3La in 

octadecene/oleic acid solvent. The approach was later modified and first extended to the 

synthesis of NaYF4 nanoparticles in 2006 [27]. The NaYF4 nanoparticles vary in size 

from 10 to 50 nm in this work. Metal trifluoroacetates were used as precursors, 

octadecene used as high-boiling-point organic solvent and oleylamine was used as both 

solvent and surfactant to prevent the aggregation of nanoparticles. In this thesis, thermal 

decomposition method is adapted for the synthesis of UCNPs based on our group’s 

previous work [34]. 

In recent years, the synthesis of hollow UCNPs has also been developed. Based on the 

hollow structure, the interior cavities of UCNPs can be applied as effective tools for 

storage and delivery of therapeutic agents. The synthesis route of hollow UCNPs is 

generally divided into three categories, including hard templating synthesis, soft 

templating synthesis and self-templating synthesis [35]. In our group, we mainly focus on 

the formation of hollow structure of UCNPs through the self-templating method. Xu et al. 

utilized this method to synthesize GdPO4:Eu
3+

 hollow spheres [36], and the Gd element 

was also replaced by Yb in the following research [37]. This method was further 

optimized, and α-NaYF4 hollow spheres were fabricated [38, 39].  

1.3 UCNPs for bioapplications 

Optical imaging techniques have been developed for biological applications. However, 

conventional fluorophores such as organic  dyes  or  semiconductor  quantum  dots  (QDs) 

require  excitation  with  high energy radiation in the UV or visible region and emission 

at longer wavelengths [40, 41]. Excitation at these wavelengths incurs a  set  of  
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drawbacks including low penetration depth into biological tissues due to diverse 

absorption and scattering processes, the risk of photon induced tissue damage due to the 

phototoxicity of UV light, photobleaching restricting their temporal use (in organic dyes) 

and autofluorescence of the background resulting in low contrast. Consequently, there is 

specific need to develop novel optical bioprobes that overcome these limitations and 

eventually allow for reliable and efficient optical deep tissue in vivo bioimaging. Thus, 

UCNPs are very promising as a luminescent probe for biological applications [42-44]. 

The main advantage of UCNPs is the ability to be excited by NIR photons and emit range 

from the UV to the visible to the NIR. Compared with normal UV excited bio-probes, for 

example QDs, conventional organic dyes, the development of UCNPs that can be both 

excited as well as emit in the NIR “biological window” (700-1000 nm) could potentially 

overcome the limitations of traditional fluorophores. In fact these nanoparticles possess 

several advantages, which include (1) significantly reduced background autofluorescence 

from the biological structures; (2) remarkable penetration depths in vivo; and (3) low 

cyto- and phototoxicity to the biological specimen under study. For these reasons, Ln
3+

-

doped UCNPs could serve as excellent candidates for numerous biological applications. 

UCNPs have demonstrated significant potential in bio-imaging and cancer therapy 

applications. In bio-imaging, UCNPs have been used for in vitro imaging [45], in vivo 

imaging [46, 47] and more recently, combination with some other bio-imaging 

techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) [48] and diffuse optical 

tomography (DOT) [49]. UCNPs have also been studied for cancer therapy where their 

luminescence has been harnessed for applications such as photodynamic therapy [50, 51], 

photothermal therapy [52, 53] and drug delivery [54-56].  
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1.3.1 UCNPs for in vitro and in vivo bioimaging 

Since the first successful synthesis of UCNPs around 2001 by Dang and co-workers [57],  

UCNPs have been widely applied to cell and small-animal imaging. Regarding in vitro 

imaging, water dispersibility and cytotoxicity is a big issue for the effective use of 

UCNPs. Shan et al. attempted to prepare hydrophobically ligated NaYF4 UCNPs with 

amino and carboxyl groups, and their cellular cytotoxicity, cellular imaging were 

investigated [58]. Also, Vetrone et al. studied intracellular imaging of HeLa cells by 

using polyethylenimine (PEI) capped NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs. The results showed 

redistribution of UCNPs inside the cell as the incubation time increased, which could 

have promising applications for real time imaging of cellular dynamics [59].  

With regards to in vivo imaging, it was first reported that Caenorhabditis elegans were 

injected with UCNPs by Lim et al. [60]. In their studies, it was observed that there was 

strong luminescence in the intestines of the worms, and no cytotoxicity was detected over 

a 24 h period. However, the UCNPs used in this study were relatively large and the 

upconversion emission was weak. These drawbacks hinder the further applications of 

UCNPs for bioimaging. In 2008, Zhang et al. [61] selected rats as models and injected 

UCNPs subcutaneously. Upon laser irradiation, stronger upconversion luminescence was 

observed, when comparing with the control group with conventional inorganic QDs, 

which was also injected subcutaneously. It was further confirmed that NIR excitation 

provided a higher penetration depth and a higher signal-to-noise ratio than UV excitation 

because the excitation wavelength is located in the “biological window” of the biological 

tissues. In addition, it is also worth noting that these subcutaneously injected UCNPs 
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would be only trapped underneath the skin and did not participate in blood circulation. In 

fact, UCNPs intravenously injected would be more significant and clinically valuable. 

Besides the bioimaging utilizing the upconversion emission, multimodal bioimaging is 

also studied through the combination of UCNPs and other optical image probes. For 

example, the computed tomography (CT), ultrasound imaging, magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) and PET could be integrated with UCNPs into one single nanoparticle for 

multimodal imaging [62-64] (Figure 1.5). These studies demonstrated that UCNPs could 

be potential candidate for multimodal bioimaging.  

 

Figure 1.5 UCNPs-based multimode bioimaging [64]. 
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1.3.2 UCNPs for photodynamic therapy 

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a type of light-activated clinical treatment in which a 

light sensitive drug, called a photosensitizer, is used to cause the controlled death of 

viruses or diseased cells, such as cancer cells. In this process, the photosensitizer is first 

introduced in the cells, and then excited with light at the appropriate wavelength 

(depending on the specific photosensitizer but will generally be in the visible range). The 

absorbed energy is transferred to the molecular oxygen present in the surroundings, 

generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) whose presence can trigger the death of the 

cells [65, 66]. Although PDT is a promising therapeutic modality, already being used for 

numerous clinical cancer treatments, some limitations still persist, such as the need of UV 

or visible light to excite the photosensitizers. UV and visible light exhibit a limited 

penetration depth into and subsequently propagation out of biological samples not 

allowing for deep-tissue imaging. Recently, however, the combination of PDT drugs with 

UCNPs has attracted increased attention. NIR-excited UCNPs can emit UV/visible 

photons that can be used to activate the photosensitizers in close proximity and 

subsequently generate ROS to kill the surrounding cancer cells. Thus, the application of 

UCNPs will allow the use of NIR excitation wavelengths, increasing the penetration 

depth in biological tissue from ~2 mm (in the case of standard PDT) to a few centimeters. 

This would, for instance, allow the treatment of deeper carcinoma and extend the 

versatility of this therapeutic modality [67, 68]. Moreover, the possibility of specific 

targeting cancer cells of PDT compounds could be monitored by UCNPs localizing the 

diseases though fluorescence imaging. 
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Up to now, several studies have successfully combined UCNPs and PDT molecules, most 

of them using NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 as the upconverting material and different surface 

modifications to create a PDT system, with either one photosensitizer [69], or more, in 

which case their absorption bands match different upconverted emissions of the UCNPs 

[51]. The first work combing UCNPs and PDT was published by Zhang et al. [65]. In 

their study, UCNPs were coated by a silica layer where PDT molecules were 

incorporated and their results demonstrated the concept works. However, depending on 

the photodynamic drug selected, other dopant ions could also be considered as good 

alternatives. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that an improvement of energy transfer 

between the UCNP and the PDT compound can be achieved using additional lanthanide 

ions as dopants. Following this idea, X.M. Liu et al. prepared core-shell NaYF4 

nanoparticles with Tm
3+

/Yb
3+

 in the core (mainly emitting blue light) and Er
3+

/Yb
3+

 in 

the shell (mainly emitting green light). They used the emitted light to activate 

monomalonic fullerene (C60MA), a novel PDT drug that stands out because of its high 

quantum yield to form reactive species, and that has a broad absorption band. C60MA was 

covalently conjugated to the UCNPs by a crosslinking reaction between the amino group 

of the UCNPs and the carboxyl group of C60MA. In this work, the efficiency of the 

resulting structure in vitro as well as the increased effect obtained thanks to the addition 

of Tm
3+

/Yb
3+

 dopants to the UCNPs was demonstrated [70]. To date, the fast progress of 

UCNPs-based PDT and in vitro successful results also motivated the start of in vivo 

treatments and long-term toxicity experiments using these nanostructures [51] (Figure 

1.6).  
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Figure 1.6 Schematic diagram showing UCNPs-based targeted PDT in a mouse model of melanoma 

intravenously injected with UCNPs [51]. 

1.3.3 UCNPs for photothermal therapy 

Photothermal therapy (PTT) is a treatment strategy based on the damage that high 

temperatures can produce in cells (Figure 1.7), i.e. it uses heat to kill cancer cells [71]. 

Like PDT, PTT also has the advantage of allowing for the selectivity of cancer cells, so 

that surrounding healthy cells and tissue would not be subjected to harmful effects [72]. 

In order to generate a temperature increase in the cells, a highly efficient mechanism is to 

transfer it from a light source, more conveniently a laser (due to its high power, 

monochromaticity and easy position control), through optical absorption. Therefore, 

nanoparticles with a high optical absorption coefficient and thermal dissipation rate 

would increase the PTT efficiency. 
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Figure 1.7 Two main strategies to bring upconversion to photothermal therapy: an UCNP is 

decorated with metal nanoparticles (left side of the particle) or a metal shell is grown around it (right 

side of the particle). When the UCNP is excited in the NIR, the subsequent emitted light can be 

absorbed by the metal and thus, be transformed into heat. On the right side of the figure, a scheme of 

the effect of different temperatures in cells is added [73]. 

Noble metals, such as gold or silver, are considered as excellent candidates for PTT due 

to their strong surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption that can be followed by light 

emission and, more importantly here, heat release. SPR is the resonant oscillation of 

conduction electrons at the metal interface stimulated by incident light. These 

nanoparticles often have the SPR in the visible range, although for certain morphologies 

it can get down to the NIR. Particularly, gold nanospheres, that are especially convenient 

due to ease of synthesis, have the SPR absorption band located in the green/yellow 

spectral range, though the exact wavelength can be tuned by changing the particle size. 

Consequently, Er
3+

 doped UCNPs that emit green light after NIR excitation, can be used 

to excite gold nanoparticles and thus to bring the advantages of NIR excitation (higher 
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penetration depth and minimized heat transfer along the laser path) to PTT. Also, the PTT 

nanoparticle-based approach could be further improved with the addition of UCNPs 

allowing for imaging the location of the cancer cells or monitoring cellular events, which 

is not possible using only the metal nanostructures. 

This option has been explored by several groups [74]. A particularly nice example was 

given by Qian et al. that prepared gold decorated UCNPs (NaYF4:Er
3+

, 

Yb
3+

/NaYF4/silica (core/shell/shell)) applying a reverse microemulsion method [75]. 

They observed that the total emission intensity of gold decorated UCNPs decreased 

compared with that of simple UCNPs. Absorption of the luminescence from gold 

nanoparticles, which triggered a temperature increase, was indeed one of the reasons for 

this emission decrease. However, a second effect was also pointed out to explain the 

intensity decrease: NIR light penetration into the particles could be smaller due to the 

presence of gold, so the excitation light reaching UCNPs would be weaker. Nevertheless, 

in vitro data illustrated that BE(2)-C cancer cells were effectively killed after irradiation 

with the laser at 980 nm, proving that UCNPs can be used as antennas for the radiation. 

The decrease of emission intensity can be avoided through, as when a gold nanostructure 

is excited to its plasmon resonance, it generates an electromagnetic field in its 

surroundings that can actually enhance the emission intensity of the particles in this area. 

However, the emission enhancement strongly depends on the design of the nanostructure 

[76]. Na Niu et al., for instance, developed mesoporous upconversion nanocomposites 

with 5 nm diameter gold nanoparticles integrated onto the surface. Meanwhile, an 

anticancer drug, doxorubicin (DOX) was selected and loaded in the mesoporous structure. 

In their case, upon laser irradiation, enhancement of upconversion intensity was observed 
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owing to the effect of the plasmonic field created by the gold nanoparticles. In addition, 

the green emission generated by the upconversion nanocomposite could be used to trigger 

photothermal effect through energy transfer to the gold nanoparticles, as well as rapid 

drug release [77]. 

1.3.4 UCNPs for drug delivery 

Another area of recent application of upconversion in therapy is targeted drug delivery. 

Current drug delivery systems are based on different nanostructures (nanoparticles, 

liposomes, micelles, dendrimers, nanoemulsions, etc.) [78] with a size distribution in the 

range between 10 and 100 nm to prevent the clearance by the reticulo-endothelial system 

[79] and thus, keeping them in the bloodstream for a longer time [80]. The properties of 

these nanostructures can be improved, though, through optical tagging, to visualize their 

distribution in vivo, and thus, monitor the efficacy of the treatment. For this reason, 

UCNPs have emerged as an interesting element in drug delivery nanosystems, 

participating in monitoring drug location and studying the interaction with other cellular 

components. 

 

Figure 1.8 Schematic representations of the UCNPs-based drug delivery systems: (A) mesoporous 

shells, (B) hollow spheres, and (C) PEG grafted amphiphilic polymer. 
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Generally, drug delivery systems consist of a porous shell to load the drug and slowly 

release it in a rate normally regulated by diffusion or, alternatively, by the erosion of the 

shell. Because of the biocompatibility of silica materials, silanization is to date one of the 

most popular techniques for surface modification. In the case of UCNPs, a common 

strategy is to encapsulate them in a mesoporous silica shell, where the drug can be loaded 

through capillarity (Figure 1.8A). With the help of this shell, the potential application of 

UCNPs would be extended. The UCNP core can act as a luminescence imaging probe, 

and the porous shell can load drugs for localized therapy. An example is the work by 

Yang et al. using LaF3:Er
3+

/Yb
3+ 

UCNPs with a silica shell and Ibuprofen as the model 

drug, which was observed to be totally released after 72h [81]. It is stated that this type of 

shell exhibits a high surface area, and the loading and drug diffusion capabilities are 

controlled by the size of the pores, which are advantageous properties to design a drug 

carrier. Moreover, it has been shown through intracellular analysis that this nanomaterial 

is non-toxic, which motivates further research following this path [82]. Parallel 

nanoplatforms have been developed using the NaYF4 host material instead. Also in this 

case, drug storage and in vitro release was demonstrated [83, 84]. 

An alternative strategy to the use of mesoporous silica shells is the use of hollow spheres 

made out of UCNPs encapsulating the drug (Figure 1.8B). The first challenge to follow 

such structures is the preparation of the hollow spheres, and thus, several techniques have 

been proposed. For example, the group of J. Lin followed a self-sacrificing method to 

prepare upconversion hollow spheres [37]. They synthesized core-shell structured 

Yb(OH)CO3@YbPO4:Er
3+

 hollow spheres (～380 nm size), and showed that DOX 

loaded spheres, that release the drug in 24 h, maintain the Er
3+

 luminescence and have 
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more cytotoxicity than free DOX on HeLa cells [37]. Applying a surface-protected 

“etching” and hydrothermal ion-exchange process, Yb(OH)CO3:Yb
3+

/Er
3+ 

spheres can be 

used as templates to form hollow mesoporous NaYF4:Yb
3+

/Er
3+ 

nanospheres, a more 

efficient upconversion material whose surface can be later modified with folic acid for 

targeted delivery [39]. A similar evolution of the structure was observed in a study by 

Ruichan et al., where GdF3 hollow shells were successfully prepared without any 

surfactant and catalyst [85]. 

In addition to UCNPs coated with mesoporous silica and to the use of upconverting 

hollow spheres, a third strategy has been applied for drug delivery with upconversion. 

This is, to coat the UCNPs with an amphiphilic polymer (Figure 1.8C), which allows to 

transfer hydrophobic UCNPs into the biological environment. The group of Z. Liu 

prepared polyethylene glycol (PEG) grafted amphiphilic polymer encapsulating UCNPs, 

modified the surface with folic acid to improve cancer targeting, and loaded DOX via 

physical adsorption [54]. In agreement with the results found working with hollow 

spheres, they found that drug release is affected by environmental pH, it being larger in 

acidic media. Following this path and aiming for controlled drug delivery, pH-sensitive 

polymers attracted the attention of the community and some nanoplatforms using them 

have been recently developed. Good examples are the use of TWEEN 80 [86] or 

poly(acrylicacid)-modified UCNPs [87], both showing optimal properties as carriers and 

pH dependent drug release. An alternative for controlled drug release is the use of a light-

responsive copolymer. After excitation at 980 nm, the UCNP emitted UV light that 

triggered the light-responsive amphiphilic copolymer shell uncaging the upconversion 

nanocomposites, resulting in the release of anticancer drugs [88]. Recently, liposome, 
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which used to deliver cytotoxic drugs or genes, provides a multitude of innovative 

approaches for pharmaceutical and biomedical applications based on the encapsulation of 

nanostructures, such as QDs, metallic nanoparticles, or iron oxide [89-92]. In our group, 

we also developed the liposomes co-encapsulated NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs and the 

anticancer drug DOX for simultaneous bioimaging and therapeutic applications [93]. 

1.4 UCNPs for other applications 

1.4.1 UCNPs for thermal sensing 

In recent years, luminescence nanothermometry has emerged as a novel technique which 

is used to detect the local temperature of a living cell with sub-micrometric spatial 

resolution. Luminescence is the emission of light from a given substance, which depends 

on the properties of electronic states. These, in turn, depend on the local temperature and 

thus the relationship between temperature and luminescence properties can be exploited 

to achieve thermal sensing from the spatial and spectral analysis of the luminescence. 

Luminescence nanothermometry can be obtained based on the particular parameter of 

luminescence which is analyzed, the examples encompass temperature-dependent 

emission intensity and/or lifetime of organic dyes [94, 95], semiconducting QDs [96-101] 

and UCNPs [102-107], etc.   

To date, there are several examples demonstrating that the intensity of the intra-4f 

transitions and of the lifetime of a particular 4f excited state are temperature dependent. 

Therefore, UCNPs can be considered as promising candidates used for nanothermometry. 

The upconversion luminescence mostly depends on the energy separation between the 

energy levels of the lanthanide ions. If this energy separation is small, then the electrons 
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will thermally populate and re-distribute among energy levels with similar energy, 

according to the Boltzmann distribution: 

 

where R represents the luminescence intensity ratios between the emissions with 

proximity of energy levels, C is a constant, ΔE is the energy gap between the two excited 

states, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Based on the Boltzmann 

distribution, if the two energy states are very close to each other, small temperature 

changes can induce large population re-distributions. The most studied UCNP-based 

thermometer uses the Yb
3+

/Er
3+

 ion pair [108-112]. The Yb
3+

 ions were excited under 

laser irradiation at 980 nm, followed by energy transfer to nearby Er
3+

 ions [25]. Finally, 

green emission occurring from the 
2
H11/2 and 

4
S3/2 excited states to the 

4
I15/2 ground state 

as well as red emission from the 
4
F9/2 excited state to the 

4
I15/2 ground state is observed. 

Since the states of two green emissions are very close in energy (typically separated by 

only several hundred cm
-1

), the lower energy 
4
S3/2 state will thermally populate the higher 

2
H11/2 state. As the temperature of the surroundings increase, the probability of the lower 

(
4
S3/2) state thermally populating the higher (

2
H11/2) state increases causing a change in 

the relative intensities of the two emission bands (
2
H11/2

4
I15/2 and 

4
S3/2

4
I15/2). Thus, by 

exploiting the intensity ratio of these two emissions, it is possible to use Er
3+

-doped 

materials as ratiometric thermal sensors. Single-cell thermal sensing based on 

NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs was demonstrated by Vetrone et al. [59]. It was reported that 

UCNPs could homogeneously distribute in living cells without causing any remarkable 

toxicity [113]. Intracellular thermal sensing was achieved by incubating UCNPs in living 

)exp(
kT

E
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HeLa cells, which were exposed to laser irradiation. The optical transmission image of a 

single HeLa cell is shown in Figure 1.9A when different voltages were applied to a 

metallic plate in physical contact with the cell. Cell temperature was obtained from the 

changes of the relative intensities of luminescence bands (see Figure 1.9B). Based on the 

proper analysis of these changes, intracellular temperature in the 25–45°C range with a 

sub-degree resolution as a function of the applied voltage could be monitored. 

 

Figure 1.9 (A) Intracellular temperature as a function of the applied voltage, (B) luminescence 

emission spectra under laser excitation as obtained at two different temperatures [106]. 

1.4.2 UCNPs for photocatalysis in emerging energy applications 

Aside from the application of UCNPs in biology and nanomedicine mentioned above, 

they have also recently been studied for implementation for use in alternative energy 

applications such as photovoltaics [114, 115] or photocatalysis [116-118]. The latter is a 

chemical reaction between organic species and free radicals generated from 

photocatalysts under light irradiation from the UV to NIR. It is a significant technology 

which can meet goals of sustainable energy development via unlimited access to clean 
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solar energy. The basic mechanism of photocatalysis is shown in Figure 1.10 based on a 

semiconductor to generate free radicals (e.g. •OH and •O
2-

). To date, the energy 

conversion efficiency which is an ongoing research process is far from satisfactory since 

they only respond to a relatively small fraction of the solar photons with energy higher 

than the threshold bandgap (Eg) of the system. To boost the conversion efficiency, the 

outstanding optical properties of UCNPs have generated increasing interest for 

photocatalyst application. UCNPs have the ability to convert lower energy NIR excitation 

light to higher energy photons, covering a broad wavelength region from the UV to the 

visible to the NIR via the previously discussed upconversion process. The converted UV 

or visible emission can be recaptured and reused by photon acceptors, such as oxide 

semiconductors. In addition, they can transform two (or more) sub-bandgap NIR photons 

into one usable above-bandgap photon, hence minimizing non-absorption energy losses 

[115, 119]. 

 

Figure 1.10 Energy transfer mechanism accounting for enhanced photocatalytic processes in 

semiconductor catalysts modified with UCNPs [119]. 
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The first report for upconversion materials used for photocatalysis can be dated back to 

2005, when Wang et al. developed the first visible photocatalyst, based on a combination 

of Er2O3 upconversion materials with TiO2 [120]. From then on, significant progress has 

been made. To date, several studies have been demonstrated that by hybridizing with 

UCNPs (e.g., NaYF4:Tm
3+

, Yb
3+

), conventional oxides, e.g., TiO2, becomes NIR light 

active in photocatalysis, as the NIR illumination was converted into UV photons by 

UCNPs [121-123]. During this process, excellent photocatalytic activity was achieved via 

energy transfer between the UCNPs and TiO2, and thus allowing the efficient realization 

of upconversion effects in photocatalysis. Recently, bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3), which is 

one of the most important multiferroic materials, has been considered as a good candidate 

for photocatalysis [124-128]. With a bandgap of ~2.0-2.6 eV (vs 3.0-3.2 eV for TiO2), 

BiFeO3 (BFO) exhibits excellent response both to UV and visible light [129, 130]. 

Therefore, an appropriate combination of UCNPs with BFO is expected to yield efficient 

photon harvesting from the visible to NIR spectral ranges for application. In our group, 

we prepared UCNP@BFO core@shell hybrid nanostructures for visible-NIR 

photocatalysis and demonstrate that they are active for the photodegradation of organic 

compounds under visible and NIR irradiation [131]. The good response of the BFO shell 

is highly beneficial to capture visible light in a wide spectral range, and the intimate 

contact between the UCNP core and BFO shell results in the UCNPs and BFO acting as 

energy donors and energy acceptors, respectively, where the upconverted green emission 

is partially absorbed by the BFO. The efficient non-radiative energy transfer occurs 

between UCNP and BFO, thus opening the door to broad-spectrum highly active 

photocatalysis. While this work is not included in the thesis, this material can also have 
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applications in biomedicine as UCNPs@TiO2 hybrid nanomaterials have been used for 

applications in PDT [132, 133]. 
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Chapter 2 Research Objectives 

2.1 Our objectives 

This thesis is divided into two parts with two corresponding objectives: 

Part I: Multifunctional nanocomposites combining UCNPs and GNRs 

So far, UCNPs have been shown to be efficient and versatile tools for bioapplications. 

One of the most interesting applications is the use of UCNPs as optical 

nanothermometers. The majority of UCNP nanothermometers are based on the 

temperature dependent luminescence where their luminescence intensity ratios vary as a 

function of temperature. These types of nanothermometers open the door for therapeutic 

possibilities for many diseases, where a local temperature increases to thermally induced 

death. Based on this, these nanothermometers are envisioned to combine with local 

nanoheaters whose principle role is to cause contained temperature increases in order to 

induce cell death. During this process, GNRs are considered as excellent candidates for 

nanoheaters, owing to their strong, tunable SPR absorption between 650 and 1200 nm, 

especially when the plasmon is located in the NIR, making it compatible for in vivo 

applications. The GNRs absorb light causing electrons to undergo transitions from the 

ground state to the excited state. The electronic excitation energy subsequently results in 

an increase in the kinetic energy, which leads to the overheating of the local environment 

around the light absorbing species. Therefore, local cells or tissue could be destroyed by 

the heat produced. Recently, PTT using the localized SPR bands of gold nanoparticles 

and the UCNPs has been reported. However, there are still some considerable challenges 

and issues that need to be addressed. For example, the surrounding healthy cells could be 
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damaged due to the temperature increase along with the diseased cells. Therefore, care 

must be taken to obtain accurate control over the local temperature increment so as to not 

expose the surrounding healthy cells to this localized heating. To accomplish this, the 

nanoheaters could be coupled with a nanothermometer but must be located in the same 

cellular space. Hence, they should be transported together in the same vehicle. Thus, 

thermal sensing with UCNPs could be used for controlling the PTT treatment, which 

would minimize collateral damage in healthy tissues surrounding the hyperthermia target. 

Therefore, the nanocomposite could not only be well suited for bioimaging, but also can 

potentially be used for applications where a thermal gradient must be generated and 

monitored by a thermometer. In particular, a molecular drug could be also loaded in these 

nanocomposites, and the drug release behavior could be enhanced by the heat generated 

from the GNRs. This would result in a multi-pronged or multi-modal nanocomposite 

capable of delivering two therapeutic modalities. 

Therefore, the objectives for this part are as follow: 

1. Preparing and characterizing novel multifunctional nanocomposites combining 

UCNPs and GNRs.  

2. Investigating the luminescence intensity ratio of UCNPs as a function of 

temperature and using it to detect temperature changes of nanocomposites under 

laser irradiation. 

3. Comparing the UCNPs luminescence before and after combining GNRs and 

analyzing the GNRs influence on luminescence changing. 

4. Model drugs were selected and loaded into the nanocomposites, drug release 

profiles were evaluated. 
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Part II: Multifunctional liposomes encapsulated UCNPs and doxorubicin (DOX) 

Liposomes are artificially prepared nanocarriers composed of a lamellar phase lipid 

bilayer. They are considered as good candidates for drug administration due to the fact 

that their structure is similar to that of cell membranes. Great potential for dramatically 

enhanced biocompatibility, reduced toxicity and improved therapeutic efficacy has been 

reported for liposome-based drug delivery. Recently, in the context of liposome-based 

nanocarriers, research reports have shown that the encapsulation of nanostructures, such 

as QDs, metallic, or iron oxide nanoparticles within liposomes provides a multitude of 

innovative approaches for pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. However, their 

use as delivery systems for various types of nanoparticles is still in the research stage. In 

particular for liposome encapsulated UCNPs, the data are still scarce, and further studies 

on the design, characterization, and application of liposome encapsulated UCNPs are 

required to develop their application in biomedicine. Therefore, we constructed a 

liposome co-encapsulated UCNPs and DOX, which combined optical imaging and 

therapeutic modalities. Both UCNPs and DOX were distributed in the internal aqueous 

phase of the liposomes because of their hydrophilic nature. Meanwhile, because there is a 

partial spectra overlap between the absorption spectrum of DOX and the upconverted 

green emission of the UCNPs in the wavelength region from 510 to 570 nm, the UCNPs 

and DOX molecules act as energy donors and energy acceptors, respectively. 

Luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET) would occur based on the close 

distance between UCNPs and DOX, which could further used for highly sensitive, real-

time drug release monitoring system. Therefore, this liposome nanocarrier encapsulated 
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with UCNPs and DOX could be used for multimodal biomedicine, involving the 

simultaneous detection and therapy of disease. 

Therefore, the objectives for Part II are: 

1. Preparing and characterizing liposome encapsulated UCNPs and DOX. 

2. Investigating the UCNPs luminescence and analyzing the influence of UCNPs 

luminescence by DOX loading. 

3. Using the luminescence intensity of UCNPs to monitor drug release by 

quantitatively investigating LRET from UCNPs to DOX.  

2.2 Thesis organization 

This thesis is divided into seven chapters and organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 Introduction: briefly introducing the basic concepts of the background; 

Chapter 2 Research objectives: presenting the motivation and main goals of this thesis; 

Chapter 3 Experiments and characterization: describing experimental details of synthesis 

processes of GNRs, UCNPs and liposomes. The main characterization techniques are 

also described in this chapter; 

Chapter 4 GNR@UCNPs multifunctional nanocomposites used for photothermal 

therapy and drug delivery, and the publication related to this chapter is  

Y. Huang, F. Rosei, F. Vetrone. A single multifunctional nanoplatform based on 

upconversion luminescence and gold nanorods. Nanoscale, 2015; 7(12): 5178-85 [53].  

Chapter 5 GNR@SiO2@UCNPs multifunctional nanocomposites used for photothermal 

and photodynamic therapy, and the publication related to this chapter is  
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Y. Huang, L. L. Páez, P. H. González, D. Jaque, F. Rosei, F. Vetrone. Upconverting 

nanoparticles used as multifunctional nanocomposites combining with photothermal and 

photodynamic effects. In preparation.  

Chapter 6 Liposome encapsulated UCNPs and DOX used for bioimaging and drug 

delivery, and the publication related to this chapter is  

Y. Huang, E. Hemmer, F. Rosei, F. Vetrone. Multifunctional liposome nanocarriers 

combining upconverting nanoparticles and anticancer drugs. J. Phys. Chem. B. 2016; 

120(22): 4992-5001 [93].  

Chapter 7 Conclusions and perspectives: concluding the main results and discussing 

some prospective potential investigations in future work. 

Most of work in this thesis was done by Yue Huang, however, some parts were 

conducted through collaboration. More specifically, cellular assays were performed by 

Lucía Labrador Páez, Dr. Patricia Haro González working with our collaborator Prof. 

Daniel Jaque’s group at Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. UCNPs used in chapter 6 

were provided by Dr. Eva Hemmer in our group, who also assisted with the PL 

measurements. 

Following the main body of this thesis is an appendix containing a summary of this thesis 

in French according to INRS policy. 
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Chapter 3 Experiments and Characterizations 

In this chapter, experimental details for the synthesis, characterization of GNRs, UCNPs 

and liposomes are described. The first section mainly introduces the synthesis of GNRs at 

different SPR absorption (660 nm and 980 nm), and then GNRs were coated with a layer 

of silica. The second section focuses on the synthesis of UCNPs using different methods. 

In order to obtain the UCNPs nanoshell, we first used the hydrothermal method to 

prepare UCNPs and further coated the GNRs in the core to form the GNR@UCNPs 

core@shell structure nanocomposites (chapter 4). We also synthesized the UCNPs via the 

thermal decomposition method. Moreover, the oleate-capped UCNPs were further 

transferred to water through ligand exchange, and the oleate ligand was replaced by the 

sodium citrate molecule. The last section focuses on the liposome preparation. We 

prepare the liposomes using the thin-film hydration method and encapsulate the water 

dispersible UCNPs in the aqueous core of the liposomes, DOX was further loaded into 

the liposomes via an ammonium sulfate gradient method. 

3.1 Materials 

The lanthanide chlorides (LnCl3 (99.99%), Ln = Y, Yb, Er), lanthanide oxides (Ln2O3 

(99.99%), Ln = Gd, Yb, Er), trifluoroacetic acid (99%), sodium trifluoroacetate (98%), 

oleic acid (90%), 1-octadecene (90%), hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) hydrate 

(HAuCl4•3H2O), silver nitrate (AgNO3, >99%), L-ascorbic acid (C6H8O6, >99%), 5-

bromosalicylic acid (>98.0%), zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc, 95%), doxorubicin 

hydrochloride (DOX) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Cetyltrimethylammonium 

bromide (CTAB), sodium tetrafluoroborate (NaBF4), sodium salicylate (99%), 
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polyethylenimine (PEI), urea [CO(NH2)2], sodium borohydride (NaBH4, 99.99%), 

oleylamine (70%), cholesterol (≥99%), fetal bovine serum (FBS), phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS, pH=7.4), 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES, 99%), 9,10-

anthracenediyl-bis(methylene)dimalonic acid (ABDA), Triton
TM

 X-100 were purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich. 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC, >99%) was 

acquired from Avanti Polar Lipids. Ultrapure deionized water (Millipore system) was 

used throughout the experiments. All the starting chemicals in this work were used 

without further purification.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1    Experimental details relevant to GNRs and GNRs@SiO2 

3.2.1.1    Synthesis of GNRs 

The seed solution for GNRs was prepared as reported previously [134]. A 5 mL of 0.5 

mM HAuCl4•3H2O was mixed with 5 mL of 0.2 M CTAB solution. After that, 0.60 mL 

of ice-cold 0.010 M NaBH4 was added under vigorous stirring, which resulted in a color 

change from yellow to brownish-yellow. The seed solution was kept at room temperature 

before use. 

For the growth solution preparation, 0.36 g of CTAB together with defined amounts of 

additives was dissolved in 10 mL of deionized water. When this solution was kept at 

30 °C, 4 mM AgNO3 was added and kept undisturbed for 15 min. Subsequently, 10 mL 

of 1 mM HAuCl4 was added. After 15 min of slow stirring, 0.064 M ascorbic acid was 

slowly added to the mixture. The final step was the addition of 32 µL of the seed solution 
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to the growth solution causing a gradual color change of the solution. The temperature of 

the growth solution was kept constant at 30 °C during the entire procedure.  

3.2.1.2    Synthesis of porous silica coated GNRs (GNR@SiO2)  

To remove excess CTAB surfactant, the synthesized GNRs were washed by 

centrifugation to remove excess CTAB. The sample was dispersed in 10 mL of deionized 

water. After that, 100 µL of 0.1 M NaOH was added. Following this step, three 30 µL 

injections of 20% TEOS in methanol were added under gentle stirring at 30 min intervals. 

The mixture was reacted for 2 days.  

3.2.2    Experimental details relevant to UCNPs 

3.2.2.1   Synthesis of UCNPs via hydrothermal method 

3.2.2.1.1 Synthesis of Y(OH)CO3:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 precursors 

The monodisperse Y(OH)CO3:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 colloidal nanospheres were prepared via a urea-

based homogenous precipitation process. In total, 1 mmol of LnCl3 (Y : Yb : Er = 78 : 20 : 

2) and 2 g of urea were dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water. The above solution was 

homogenized under magnetic stirring for 10 min. Subsequently, the mixture was heated 

to 90 °C for 2 h with vigorous stirring. Finally, the obtained Y(OH)CO3:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

nanospheres were collected and washed with deionized water and ethanol several times. 

The preparation of GNR@SiO2@Y(OH)CO3:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 was similar to the above 

procedure except for the addition of 0.05 g of GNR@SiO2 (synthesized previously) to the 

starting lanthanide chloride/urea solution. 
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3.2.2.1.2 Synthesis of NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs hollow nanoshells 

The obtained Y(OH)CO3:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

nanospheres were dispersed in 20 mL of deionized 

water using an ultrasonic bath. Then, 0.25 g PEI was added into the above solution 

followed by ultrasonication and stirring. After that, 1 mmol of NaBF4 was added into the 

above mixture with continuous stirring for 10 min and the obtained solution was 

transferred to a 25 mL Teflon autoclave (VWR) and kept at 110 °C for 3.5 h. The 

resulting dispersions were separated by centrifugation, washed with water, and then dried 

at 80 °C for 12 h. A similar procedure was performed to prepare GNR@UCNPs 

nanocomposites by replacing Y(OH)CO3:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

samples with 

GNR@SiO2@Y(OH)CO3:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

.  

3.2.2.2    Synthesis of UCNPs via the thermal decomposition method 

3.2.2.2.1 Synthesis of (CF3COO)3Ln (Ln = Gd, Yb, Er) precursors 

In a typical synthesis of the lanthanide trifluoroacetate precursors, 0.975 mmol (353.4 mg) 

Gd2O3, 0.25 mmol (98.5 mg, 20 mol% doping rate) Yb2O3 and 0.025 mmol (9.6 mg, 2 

mol% doping rate) Er2O3 were mixed in a 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask with 5 

mL distilled water and 5 mL trifluoroacetic acid, followed by refluxing under magnetic 

stirring at 80 °C until a clear solution was obtained. Subsequently, the temperature was 

reduced to 60 °C in order to evaporate the residual trifluoroacetic acid and water. The 

dried precursor was isolated in form of a colorless powder. 

3.2.2.2.2 Synthesis of NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs 

For the synthesis of NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs, 2.5 mmol (340 mg) sodium 

trifluoroacetate as well as 20 mL 1-octadecene, 10 mL oleic acid and 10 mL oleylamine 
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were added to the obtained (CF3COO)3Ln precursor. Subsequently, the mixture was 

degased for 30 min at 100 °C under vacuum and under magnetic stirring. The reaction 

mixture was then heated to 240 °C under stirring and gentle argon flow and maintained at 

this temperature for 2 h. Subsequently, the solution was allowed to cool to room 

temperature and the resultant oleate-capped UCNPs were precipitated with ethanol and 

collected by centrifugation. The obtained product was washed three times with 

hexane/ethanol (4:1) and dispersed in 5 mL hexane as stock solution. 

3.2.2.2.3 Oleate-citrate ligand exchange 

In order to obtain water dispersible UCNPs, ligand exchange was carried out as 

previously described in the literature [135]. 60 mg of oleate-capped NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs obtained from the previous step were dispersed in 5 mL of hexane, and mixed 

with 5 mL of a 0.2 M trisodium citrate buffer (adjusted to pH 4). The mixture was kept 

on a shaker for 3 h, and subsequently transferred into a separation funnel, from which the 

aqueous phase containing the UCNPs was collected. The UCNPs were precipitated with 

acetone (1:5 aqueous:organic ratio), collected by centrifugation and re-dispersed in 5 mL 

of trisodium citrate buffer (adjusted to pH 7). The dispersion was placed on the shaker for 

an additional 2 h. Finally, the UCNPs were precipitated with acetone, washed three times 

with acetone and water, collected by centrifugation and dispersed in 2 mL water for 

further experiments. 
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3.2.3    Preparation of liposome encapsulated UCNPs and DOX 

3.2.3.1    Preparation of liposome encapsulated UCNPs 

Liposomes were prepared by a thin-film hydration method according to the literature 

[136]. For the blank liposomes, a mixture of 0.025 mmol of DOPC and 0.0125 mmol of 

cholesterol was dissolved in a 5 mL solution of chloroform and methanol (4:1 v/v). In the 

subsequent drying step (30 min at 40 °C), which was carried out in a rotary evaporator 

(Büchi, Switzerland), the lipid film was formed. The obtained lipid film was flushed with 

argon and maintained overnight in a desiccator to remove any residual traces of 

chloroform. In the following step, the lipid film was hydrated by use of 2 mL of PBS, 

followed by vortexing and sonication at 30 °C for 10 min, resulting in a homogeneous 

suspension of blank liposomes. 

To encapsulate NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs in liposomes, the lipid film was hydrated with 

60 mg of UCNPs in 2 mL of PBS, followed by vortexing and sonication as described 

earlier. The final suspension (UCNPs encapsulated in liposomes) was further purified by 

centrifuging at 4,000 rpm for 10 min to remove non-entrapped UCNPs followed by 

filtering through a 0.22 μm pore size membrane to discard any larger residues. 

3.2.3.2    Loading of the DOX into the liposome 

DOX was loaded into the liposome nanocarrier via an ammonium sulfate gradient 

method [137]. Briefly, the previously prepared lipid film was hydrated by adding 250 

mM ammonium sulfate with or without 60 mg of UCNPs, sonicated with a bath type 

sonicator at 30 °C, followed by passing it through a Sephadex G-50 column for desalting. 

The sample was then mixed with 0.005 mmol of DOX (5:1 lipid:DOX molar ratio) and 
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incubated at 30 °C for 30 min. Non-entrapped DOX was removed by a Sephadex G-50 

column, while non-entrapped UCNPs was removed by slow centrifugation. Finally, the 

loading efficiency of DOX was determined by using absorption spectroscopy at a 

wavelength of 480 nm after lysis of the liposome using 1% Triton
TM

 X-100.  

3.3 Characterization 

3.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX). 

TEM is used to directly observe the morphology and size of the nanostructures. The 

chemical composition of the nanomaterials can be easily identified using EDX, inside a 

TEM apparatus. In order to perform these measurements, a small drop of solution 

containing the nanomaterials was deposited onto a Cu grid coated with a thin (5-50 nm in 

thickness) carbon film, and excess solution was wicked away by a filter paper. The grid 

was subsequently dried in air and observed with a JEOL-2100F TEM (Université de 

Montréal, Montréal, Canada). Meanwhile, the EDX spectra was measured at different 

locations on the sample. Particle size was determined by measuring more than 50 

individually dispersed particles identified in TEM images. 

3.3.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

XRD is a method used for determining the atomic and molecular structure of a crystal, in 

which the crystalline atoms cause a beam of X-rays to diffract into many specific 

directions.  Incident X-rays are scattered by a crystalline sample according to Bragg’s law: 

 (Eq. 3.1)  sin2dn 
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where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam, θ is the incident angle, and d is the distance 

between crystal planes. The value for d is dependent on the Miller indices h, k and l. In 

this thesis, the measurements of powdered samples were analyzed by XRD (Bruker D8 

Advanced Diffractometer, Cu Kα radiation). 

3.3.3 UV-Visible spectroscopy 

A UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Varian 5000) was used to measure the absorption 

spectra of GNRs to identify their SPR peak features at room temperature in 10 mm 

PMMA semi-microcuvettes. The scan speed was set to 600nm/min. For the measurement 

of GNRs samples, all spectra were collected over the range of 400-1200 nm. All 

experimental data was corrected for background absorption by water. 

3.3.4 Luminescence spectroscopy 

Luminescence spectroscopy is used to measure the luminescence properties of UCNPs 

under 980 nm laser excitation which using a Thorlabs fiber-coupled laser diode 

(maximum power 330 mW). The laser beam was focused on the sample using a lens to 

obtain a spot with a Gaussian intensity distribution with a 0.4 mm diameter. The emitted 

light was collected by a lens in a 90° configuration, and then transferred to a 

spectrophotometer (Avaspec - 2048L - USB2) using an optical fiber. 
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Chapter 4 

A single multifunctional nanoplatform based on upconversion luminescence and 

gold nanorods 

Yue Huang, Federico Rosei, Fiorenzo Vetrone 

Nanoscale, 2015, 7, 5178-5185. 

As introduced in Chapter 1, UCNPs have emerged as efficient and versatile optical 

nanoprobes with potential in biological applications. This stems primarily from their 

ability to convert NIR excitation light to higher energy photons spanning the UV-visible-

NIR regions. Over the last few years, there has been intense research for their 

applications as luminescent nanothermometers, spawned by our initial manuscript on 

NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 as non-invasive and non-contact optical nanothermometers for living 

cancer cells. This came about as several of the luminescent transitions of the lanthanides 

are sensitive to temperature. Similarly, GNRs with their LSPR have been actively studied 

for applications in photothermal treatment of various cancers due to their great ability to 

convert optical light to heat. Yet, one of the major drawbacks of this technique is the 

propensity to destroy healthy cells in the surroundings due to the lack of control over the 

temperature, i.e. real-time temperature monitoring. In this paper, we combine the positive 

attributes of both nanomaterials, the GNRs for optical heating and the UCNPs for 

temperature monitoring, a novel multifunctional core/shell nanocomposite based on gold 

nanorods (GNRs) in the core and a nanoshell of upconverting NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 material. 

dionpa
Texte tapé à la machine
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The GNRs in the core were prepared using the seeded growth method possessing an 

LSPR at ca. 660 nm, which overlaps well with the red upconversion luminescence from 

the 
4
F9/2 excite state of the Er

3+
 ion. A temperature gradient can be created via the 

absorption of the upconverted red light from the GNR core. Given the remarkable 

thermal sensitivity of the upconverted green luminescence of the Er
3+

 ion, the 

temperature change owing to rapid heat conversion from the GNR could be determined 

using the luminescence intensity ratios (LIR) of the two green emission bands of the Er
3+

 

ion.  

Finally, to further illustrate the notion of multimodality, a model anticancer drug was 

loaded in this nanocomposite and the drug release efficiency was evaluated. It is worth 

noting that the release efficiency could be enhanced by the photothermal effect (when the 

laser was on), especially at low pH values, which is favorable in a tumor 

microenvironment. 
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Chapter 5 

Multifunctional nanocomposites based on upconverting nanoparticles with 

combined photothermal and photodynamic effects 

Yue Huang, Lucía Labrador Páez, Patricia Haro González, Daniel Jaque, Federico Rosei, 

Fiorenzo Vetrone 

In preparation. 

As introduced in Chapter 1, UCNPs are well known for their ability to emit photons of 

shorter wavelength than the excitation light, which covering a broad wavelength region 

from the UV to the visible to the NIR via a process commonly referred to as 

upconversion. These outstanding optical properties of UCNPs have resulted in increasing 

interest for their bioimaging and therapeutic applications. Recently, it was reported that 

UCNPs have the ability to form the luminophores for sensing temperature, which 

temperature exerts an individual effect on the intensity of each emission peaks of UCNPs 

(depending on dopant ions). Thus, the use of UCNPs as nanothermometry has been 

highlighted. In addition, GNRs have been intense studied as ideal nanostructures for 

cancer thermotherapy because of their highly photothermal conversion efficiency. In this 

paper, we tried to construct a novel multifunctional nanocomposite combining both 

nanomaterials together. GNRs were used for temperature heating, and UCNPs were 

applied for real-time temperature monitoring.   

The GNRs were prepared and coated with mesoporous silica shell, the SPR was tuned to 

ca. 980 nm which overlaps well with the Yb
3+

 absorption. Under laser irradiation, both 
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UCNPs and GNRs could be simultaneously excited. GNRs create a localized 

electromagnetic field that enhanced the emission intensity from UCNPs. In addition, the 

temperature could be measured via thermally sensitive luminescence from the LIR of the 

two green emission bands of Er
3+

. 

Then, Zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc), a photodynamic molecule, was further loaded into the 

porous silica layer. Upon excitation by the laser, luminescence quenching occurred after 

ZnPc loading, especially the red emission dropped by 54%. It might attribute to the 

overlap of red emission of UCNPs at 660 nm and the absorption of ZnPc at 665 nm, the 

energy transfer from the UCNPs to ZnPc molecule, which further activate the ZnPc to 

release reactive oxygen species (ROS) to kill cancer cells.  

Finally, cellular experiments were performed, the results of the absence of cytotoxicity 

and cellular imaging in the incubated cell make it excellent biocompatible 

nanocomposites. 
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Multifunctional Nanocomposites Based on Upconverting Nanoparticles 

with Combined Photothermal and Photodynamic Effects 

Yue Huang
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a
Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique - Énergie, Matériaux et 

Télécommunications, Université du Québec, Varennes J3X 1S2 Québec, Canada 

b
Fluorescence Imaging Group, Departamento de Física de Materiales, Facultad de 
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Abstract 

Lanthanide-doped upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) are well known in biological 

applications due to their unique optical properties by converting near-infrared (NIR) light 

to visible light. Combining with a variety of therapeutic models based on the UCNPs has 

become a new concept to get diagnostics and therapies in the field of cancer treatment. 

Herein, we develop a novel multifunctional nanocomposite consisting of UCNPs, gold 

nanorods (GNRs) and photosensitizers, with highly integrated functionalities including 

luminescence image, photothermal effect and photodynamic effect. Under exposure of 

laser irradiation, UCNPs and GNRs could be excited simultaneously, owing to the 

surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of the GNRs was overlap with the Yb
3+

 absorption at 

980 nm. The ratio of intensity of green emission of UCNPs is sensitive to temperature, 

which can be used to calculate the temperature change due to heat production from the 

GNRs. Furthermore, the luminescence enhancement is observed when compared with 

bare UCNPs, this is because localized field created by the GNRs influence the 

luminescence intensity of UCNPs. Finally, a photosensitizer, zinc phthalocyanine, was 

loaded into the mesoporous silica. Upon the laser irradiation, UCNPs absorbed NIR light 

to convert to visible light, subsequently activate the photosensitizer to release singlet 

oxygen for killing cancer. Therefore, such multifunctional nanocomposite, which not 

only well suited for bioimaging, but also providing photothermal and photodynamic 

effects, shows strong potential in cancer therapy.  
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, lanthanide (Ln
3+

)-doped upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) have been 

investigated for a plethora of applications in biomedicine. In particular, significant 

research has focused on their use as multifunctional nanoplatforms with combined 

therapeutic and diagnostic (theranostic) modalities [1-3]. The rising interest in UCNPs 

stems from their unorthodox excitation schemes where these nanoparticles can be excited 

with near-infrared (NIR) light and ultimately emit higher energy photons spanning the 

ultraviolet (UV), visible and NIR regions via a multiphoton excitation process, known as 

upconversion [4, 5]. The upconverted (or anti-Stokes) luminescence of UCNPs is 

advantageous when compared with conventional fluorescence (Stokes) from other 

nanomaterials for several reasons. The NIR excitation light causes minimal photodamage, 

induces practically no autofluorescence background, and can penetrate tissues to a much 

greater extent [6, 7]. As an added benefit, some of the upconverted Ln
3+ 

emission bands 

are sensitive to the surrounding temperatures allowing them to be effectively used 

thermal nanoprobes (nanothermometer). One of the most well-known examples of an 

optical nanothermometer exploits the temperature sensitive green emissions of the Er
3+ 

ion. The two emission bands emanating from the 
2
H11/2 and 

4
S3/2 excited states of Er

3+ 
are 

sensitive to temperature and the relative intensity of these bands change as a function of 

temperature. Consequently, Er
3+

-doped UCNPs have been used as non-contact, non-

invasive optical nanothermometers for living cells [8, 9].  

In parallel to research on UCNPs, a significant body of work has focused on applying the 

heat generation capabilities of certain nanostructures, such as noble metal nanoparticles, 

for the photothermal therapy of cancer (also known as hyperthermia). Metal nanoparticles 
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possess a high optical absorption coefficient and thermal dissipation rate, which is 

desired for high efficiency photothermal therapy (PTT) since they could efficiently 

convert photon energy into heat following laser irradiation of their surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR), the resonant oscillation of conduction electrons at the metal interface, 

subsequently resulting in the controlled death of surrounding cells [10, 11]. Among metal 

nanostructures for PTT, gold nanorods (GNRs) are considered to be one of the most 

promising and versatile platforms [12-14]. GNRs with fine-tuned optical properties show 

excellent photothermal conversion effects and generate localized hyperthermia, since 

GNRs have higher surface-to-volume ratio which more efficiently involved in heating 

process [15]. However, the use of excess cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as 

bilayer stabilizer around the surface of the GNRs during the preparation of GNRs would 

restrict their clinical application, because of the cytotoxicity caused by CTAB [16]. 

Therefore, surface functionalization of GNRs has been investigated for a wide variety of 

nanomedicine-based diagnostic and therapeutic approaches [17]. Mesoporous silica is 

one of the excellent options and has been successfully used to encapsulate GNRs. This 

mesoporous coating not only reduces the cytotoxicity and aggregation of GNRs, but also 

imparts drug (or cargo) loading ability and also provides an excellent scaffold for 

subsequent surface functionalization [18, 19].  

The marriage of these two optically excited nanostructures onto a single nanoplatform 

could lead to additional functionalities. For instance, controlling temperature in 

hyperthermia applications is a critical factor preventing healthy cells from also being 

destroyed (and consequently inducing severe side effects) [20]. Thus, coupling the 

nanoheaters with a “built-in” nanothermometer would minimize the possibly of 
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destroying healthy tissue surrounding the hyperthermia target and accordingly, the 

patient’s side effects. In addition, when UCNPs and GNRs are in close proximity, it was 

demonstrated that their interaction could influence the luminescence intensity of UCNPs. 

For example, if the SPR of GNRs was tuned to the excitation frequency of UCNPs, the 

local field would become much larger and the luminescence intensity will be enhanced 

[21]. For this enhancement to occur, the distance between plasmonic metal nanoparticles 

and UCNPs is critical and using SiO2 as spacer, for example, would influence the 

luminescence intensity [22, 23]. 

We developed a novel class of multifunctional nanocomposite based on the combination 

of UCNPs with GNRs, prepared through layer by layer. The GNR core is decorated with 

NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs and the two species are separated by as silica (SiO2) shell. 

This multifunctional nanocomposite is ideal for controlled photothermal heating since 

both the nanoheaters (GNRs at the core) and the nanothermometers (UCNPs decorated on 

the surface) can be excited at 980 nm. To add additional functionality, zinc 

phthalocyanine (ZnPc), a model photodynamic therapy (PDT) drug, was loaded into the 

mesoporous layer, which has been shown to have high cytotoxic efficiency in cancer cells 

due to singlet oxygen generation following light excitation [24, 25]. ZnPc and its 

analogues are usually excited with visible light, which limits its deployment in clinical 

cancer treatment due to the limited penetration depth of the excitation light. UCNPs can 

overcome this inherent drawback since they can convert NIR light to visible light, which 

can then be absorbed by the photosensitizer (ZnPc), to release singlet oxygen for killing 

cancer cells. Here, we investigate the luminescence properties of these new 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs nanoplatforms and study their ability for controlled 
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photoheating/nanothermometry and photodynamic effects. Finally, the cytotoxicity and 

cellular uptake of this nanocomposite were further investigated. The multifunctional 

nanocomposite developed here could not only be well suited for bioimaging, but also 

multi-pronged cancer therapeutics through the combination of PTT and PDT effects.  
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2. Experimental Section 

2.1 Materials 

The lanthanide oxides (Ln2O3 (99.99%), Ln = Gd, Yb, Er), trifluoroacetic acid (99%), 

sodium trifluoroacetate (98%), oleic acid (90%), 1-octadecene (90%), hydrogen 

tetrachloroaurate (III) hydrate (HAuCl4•3H2O), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(CTAB, 98%), silver nitrate (AgNO3, >99%), L-ascorbic acid (C6H8O6, >99%), 5-

bromosalicylic acid (>98.0%), zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc, 95%) were purchased from 

Alfa Aesar. Sodium borohydride (NaBH4, 99.99%), 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane 

(APTES, 99%), 9,10-anthracenediyl-bis(methylene)dimalonic acid (ABDA), Triton
TM 

X-

100 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Ultrapure deionized water (Millipore system) 

was used throughout the experiments. All the initial chemicals in this work were used 

without further purification. 

2.2 Synthesis of (CF3COO)3Ln (Ln = Gd, Yb, Er) precursors 

In a typical synthesis of the lanthanide trifluoroacetate precursors, 0.975 mmol (353.4 mg) 

Gd2O3, 0.025 mmol (9.6 mg, 2 mol% doping rate) Er2O3, and 0.25 mmol (98.5 mg, 20 

mol% doping rate) Yb2O3 were mixed in a 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask with 5 

mL distilled water and 5 mL trifluoroacetic acid, followed by refluxing under magnetic 

stirring at 80 °C until a clear solution was obtained. Subsequently, the temperature was 

reduced to 60 °C in order to evaporate the residual trifluoroacetic acid and water. The 

dried precursor was isolated in form of a colorless powder. 

2.3 Synthesis of NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs 
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For the synthesis of NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs, 2.5 mmol (340 mg) sodium 

trifluoroacetate as well as 20 mL 1-octadecene, 10 mL oleic acid and 10 mL oleylamine 

were added to the obtained (CF3COO)3Ln precursor. Subsequently, the mixture was 

degassed for 30 min at 100 °C under vacuum and under magnetic stirring. The reaction 

mixture was then heated to 240 °C under stirring and gentle argon flow and maintained at 

this temperature for 2 h. Subsequently, the solution was allowed to cool to room 

temperature and the resultant oleate-capped UCNPs were precipitated with ethanol and 

collected by centrifugation. The obtained product was washed three times with 

hexane/ethanol (4:1) and dispersed in 5 mL hexane as stock solution. 

2.4 Oleate-citrate ligand exchange 

In order to obtain water dispersible UCNPs, ligand exchange was carried out as 

previously described in literature [26]. 60 mg of oleate-capped NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs obtained from the previous step were dispersed in 5 mL of hexane, and mixed 

with 5 mL of a 0.2 M trisodium citrate buffer (adjusted to pH 4). The mixture was kept 

on a shaker for 3 h, and subsequently transferred into a separation funnel, from which the 

aqueous phase containing the NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 was collected. The UCNPs were 

precipitated with acetone (1:5 aqueous:organic ratio), collected by centrifugation and re-

dispersed in 5 mL of trisodium citrate buffer (adjusted to pH 7). The dispersion was 

placed on the shaker for an additional 2 h. Finally, the UCNPs were precipitated with 

acetone, washed three times with acetone and water, collected by centrifugation and 

dispersed in 2 mL water for further experiments. 

2.5 Preparation of gold nanorods (GNRs) 
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The seed solution for GNRs was prepared as reported previously [27]. A 5 mL of 0.5 mM 

HAuCl4 was mixed with 5 mL of 0.2 M CTAB solution. After that, 0.60 mL of ice-cold 

0.010 M NaBH4 was added under vigorous stirring, which resulted in color changed from 

yellow to brownish-yellow. The seed solution was kept at room temperature before use. 

For the growth solution preparation, 0.36 g of CTAB together with 0.044 g of 5-

bromosalicylic acid was dissolved in 10 mL of deionized water. When this solution was 

kept at 30 °C, 0.60 mL of 4 mM AgNO3 was added and kept undisturbed for 15 min. 

Subsequently, 10 mL of 1 mM HAuCl4 was added, and 0.084 mL HCl (37 wt.%) was 

added. After 15 min of slow stirring, 80µL of 0.064 M ascorbic acid was slowly added to 

the mixture. The final step was the addition of 32 µL of the seed solution to the growth 

solution causing a gradual color change of the solution. The temperature of the growth 

solution was kept constant at 30°C during the entire procedure.  

2.6 Preparation of silica coated GNRs (GNRs@SiO2) 

To remove excess CTAB surfactant, the synthesized GNRs were washed by 

centrifugation and the sample was dispersed in 10 mL of deionized water. After that, 100 

µL of 0.1 M NaOH was added. Following this step, three 30 µL injections of 20% TEOS 

in methanol were added under gentle stirring at 30 min intervals. The mixture was 

reacted for 2 days. 

2.7 APTES functionalized GNR@SiO2 

The solution of GNR@SiO2was centrifuged and suspended in ethanol, and then 20 µL of 

APTES was added and mixed by gentle shaking for another 6 h to accomplish the 

aminolization. Finally, this sample was centrifuged and washed with ethanol. 
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2.8 UCNPs attachment to GNR@SiO2 

The APTES functionalized GNR@SiO2 was added dropwise to the solution of UCNPs 

under vigorous stirring. After 2 h, the final products (GNR@SiO2@UCNPs) were 

centrifuged out, and then redispersed either in ethanol or water for further 

characterization. 

2.9 Measurement of singlet oxygen (
1
O2) 

The 
1
O2 production is detected by singlet oxygen sensors such as 9,10-anthracenediyl-

bis(methylene) dimalonic acid (ABDA) [28], different samples in phosphate buffer (0.1 

M, pH 7-7.4) was mixed with ABDA (1 mM) and placed in a cuvette. The solution was 

irradiated by a 980 nm laser for different periods of time, and the generation of 
1
O2 results 

in the bleaching of ABDA absorption at 380 nm. 

2.10 Cellular viability 

The cell viability was investigated in HeLa cells. The cells were seeded onto 96-well 

plates with a density of 1⨯10
4
 cells per well and incubated for 24 h. After cell attachment, 

different samples were added to the wells and subsequently incubated at 37 °C for an 

additional 48 h. Cell viability was measured using the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-

diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay [29]. 

2.11 Cellular imaging 

Following incubation of cancer cells on glass-bottomed dishes containing culture medium 

at 37 °C for 24 h, different samples were added to each dish and incubated for another 2 h 

at 37 °C. The medium was then removed and cells were washed with ice cold PBS 
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followed by fixing with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. After fixing, the fluorescent 

images of the cells were analyzed with a 980 nm diode laser. 

2.12 Characterization 

The crystalline phase of all nanostructures under investigation was analyzed by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8 Advanced Diffractometer, Cu Kα radiation). The 

morphology and size distribution of the GNRs and UCNPs were determined with a 

Philips CM200 high resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM), equipped 

with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) unit. The UV-Visible (UV-VIS) spectra were 

obtained using a UV-VIS spectrometer (Varian 5000). Luminescent measurements were 

carried out under 980 nm excitation using a laser diode. The laser beam was focused on 

the sample using a lens to obtain a spot with a Gaussian intensity distribution with a 0.4 

mm diameter. The emitted light was collected by a lens in a 90 configuration, and then 

transferred to a spectrophotometer (Avaspec-2048L-USB2) using an optical fiber. 

Cellular imaging was investigated by using a home-made confocal microscope under 

diode laser excitation at 980 nm. The collected luminescence at 660 nm was collimated 

and after passing several filters was spectrally analyzed by a monocromator (iH320, 

Horiba) attached to a high sensitivity Si CCD camera (Synapse, Horiba). 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Preparation and characterization of GNR@SiO2@UCNPs 

To prepare a novel multifunctional nanocomposite based on UCNPs and GNRs with 

combined optical, photodynamic and photothermal properties useful in theranostics, the 

nanocomposite was prepared through layer-by-layer. Moreover, the mesoporous silica 

(SiO2) layer separating the UCNPs decorated on the surface and the GNR core has a dual 

role. First, it acts as a spacer between the plasmonic nanostructure (GNR) and the 

fluorescent species (UCNPs) leading to minimal luminescence quenching and potentially, 

plasmonic enhancement. Second, the pores could be loaded with photosensitizer 

molecules capable of converting the upconverted visible radiation to reactive oxygen 

species (i.e. 
1
O2) adding another modality to the nanoplatform. To accomplish this, a 

multistep synthetic method was proposed and summarized in Scheme 1, and described in 

detail in the Experimental section. Firstly, NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs were synthesized 

by the previously described thermal decomposition method [30]. As seen in the Fig.1A, 

the synthesized UCNPs were monodisperse and uniform with an average diameter of 

approximately 6.5 nm. The HR-TEM image of the UCNPs is shown in the Fig. 1B and 

the lattice fringes can be clearly observed with a spacing of ~0.275 nm, ~0.317 nm 

assigned to the {200}, {111} plane of cubic (α-) phase NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs, 

respectively. This result is consistent with XRD studies (Fig. 2B) which confirmed that 

the UCNPs crystallized in the α-phase, and no impurity crystalline phase was found in the 

diffraction pattern. Separately, GNRs were prepared according to previously published 

protocol [31] and their morphology as well as size were shown by means of TEM (Fig. 

1C). It is clearly observed that GNRs with an average of 72 nm in length and 12 nm in 
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diameter were synthesized successfully, yielding an aspect ratio of approximately 6:1. To 

characterize their absorption properties, a key parameter in the photogeneration of heat, 

their SPR was investigated using UV-VIS absorption. We observed that there are two 

SPR absorptions around 525 and 972 nm, owing to the transverse absorption and 

longitudinal absorption, respectively (Fig. 2A).  Subsequently, the SiO2 layer was grown 

on the surface of the GNRs according to the previous protocol [32]. In this process, the 

CTAB served as the organic template for the formation of the mesoporous SiO2 layer 

with a thickness of ca. 15 nm (see Fig. 1D), offering the opportunity for the loading of 

the therapeutic photosensitizer molecules. Following the growth of SiO2 layer, the 

longitudinal SPR of the GNR@SiO2 nanostructures exhibits a small red-shift (~11 nm), 

and is now located at 983 nm (Fig. 2A). The electric fields distribution surrounding the 

surface of the GNR and the GNR@SiO2 was simulated and summarized in Fig. S1 in the 

supporting information. 

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the synthetic procedure for the GNR@SiO2@UCNPs nanocomposite 
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Fig. 1 (A) TEM and (B) HR-TEM images of the synthesized NaGdF4:Er3+, Yb3+ UCNPs. TEM images of the (C) 

synthesized GNRs, (D)the SiO2 coated GNRs, and (E) the hybrid SiO2 coated GNRs decorated with NaGdF4:Er3+, Yb3+ 

UCNPs (GNR@SiO2@UCNPs).(F) HR-TEM image of the GNR@SiO2@UCNPs interface. 

After functionalization of the SiO2-coated GNRs using amino-propyltriethoxylsilane 

(APTES), they were mixed with citrate-capped UCNPs. At pH 6 of the colloidal solution, 

the amino group of APTES was fully protonated (NH4
+
), whereas UCNPs possessed 

negative charges (cit
-
). Hence, electrostatic forces between the UCNPs and APTES 

functionalized SiO2-coated GNRs’ surface allowed for their surface decoration. Fig. 1E 

shows the morphology of the SiO2-coated GNRs following attachment of UCNPs and the 

interface between UCNPs and GNR@SiO2 was further characterized by HR-TEM. As 

shown in Fig. 1F, two lattice fringes of the NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs were visible, with 

the spacing of ~0.275 nm corresponding to the {200} planes and the larger lattice spacing 

of 0.317 nm matching the {111} crystal planes of α-NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs. This 
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attachment and the assembly of the hybrid nanocomposite composed of NaGdF4 UCNPs 

and GNRs could be further confirmed by XRD (Fig. 2B). The main diffraction peaks 

coincide well with the pure α-phase NaGdF4 crystal (JCPDS No: 27-0697) and face-

centered cubic (fcc) structure of metallic Au (JCPDS No: 04-0784). In addition, 

compositional analysis by energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) indicated that 

Na, Gd, F, Yb, Er, Au, Si elements are also detected in this nanocomposite (Fig. 2C), 

further confirming this hybrid nanocomposite consisting GNR@SiO2 and UCNPs.  

 

Fig.2 (A) Extinction spectra of GNRs and GNR@SiO2. (B) XRD pattern of (i) GNRs, (ii) α-NaGdF4:Er3+, Yb3+, (iii) 

hybrid nanocomposite of GNRs and NaGdF4:Er3+, Yb3+. The standard pattern of pure GNRs (JCPDS file No: 04-0784), 

pure α-NaGdF4 (JCPDS file No: 27-0697). The stars show the diffraction peaks of GNRs. (C) Elemental analysis of 

hybrid of GNRs and NaGdF4:Er3+, Yb3+ by EDX. 

3.2 Photoluminescence properties of the GNR@SiO2@UCNPs 
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This upconversion mechanism through the energy state diagrams of Yb
3+

 and Er
3+ 

is 

illustrated schematically in Fig. S2 of the supporting information. It is well known that 

NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs possess a large absorption at 980 nm and can be efficiently 

excited via a continuous wave NIR laser. In this mechanism, the Yb
3+ 

ions (the sensitizers) 

are excited from the ground state (
2
F7/2) to the excited state (

2
F5/2) and then undergo 

subsequent energy transfers to the Er
3+

 ions (the activators) in close proximity. This 

excites the Er
3+ 

ions from the ground state (
4
I15/2) to the first intermediate excited state 

(
4
I11/2) and further to the 

4
F7/2 excited state. Following multiphonon (non-radiative) decay, 

the lower energy 
2
H11/2 and 

4
S3/2 emitting states are populated, which produce the green 

emission at 525 and 545 nm through radiative decay from the 
2
H11/2 and 

4
S3/2 excited 

states to the 
4
I15/2 ground state, respectively. The red emission at around 660 nm is 

produced from the radiative transition of the 
4
F9/2 excited state to the ground state. As in 

the red emitting states, the 
4
F9/2 excited state is populated via non-radiative decay from 

the upper states, in this case 
2
H11/2/

4
S3/2. However, the 

4
F9/2 state can also be populated by 

direct energy transfer. In this case, once the Er
3+

 ion is excited to the 
4
I11/2 intermediate 

state, it can also undergo non-radiative decay to the 
4
I13/2 excited state. A transfer of 

energy from an excited Yb
3+

 ion in the 
2
F5/2 state can then directly populate the 

4
F9/2 state. 

Previous reports have demonstrated that the upconverted emission intensity could 

possibly be used to monitor changes in temperature of the environment [8, 9]. For Er
3+

 

ions, given that the difference in energy between the 
2
H11/2 and 

4
S3/2 excited states is only 

several hundred wavenumbers (cm
-1

), the lower energy 
4
S3/2 state could easily thermally 

populate the upper 
2
H11/2 state. This is generally referred to as the Luminescence Intensity 

Ratio (LIR) technique. Therefore, the relative intensity ratio between the 
2
H11/2

4
I15/2 
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and 
4
S3/2

4
I15/2 emission bands could be calculated based on the Boltzmann distribution 

for thermometry applications  

     (1)                                      

where R represents the LIR of the 
2
H11/2

4
I15/2 and the 

4
S3/2

4
I15/2, C is a constant, ΔE is 

the energy gap between the two excited states, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the 

absolute temperature. Fig. 3A presents two upconversion emission spectra (excited at 980 

nm) of the UCNPs at two different temperatures, 20 and 60 °C. Comparing both distinct 

bands between 515-535 nm, and 535-570 nm, the ratio increases with temperature, and 

this ratio increment also follows a linear relation with temperature, as can be observed in 

the graph in Fig. 3B. In this case, the experimental determination of this ratio yields a 

direct temperature measurement. Indeed, this increase in the ratio between the 

corresponding emitting peak intensities could therefore employed for thermal sensing [8, 

33]. Afterwards, based on this ratio, the same procedure was followed to estimate the 

temperature of the GNR@SiO2@UCNPs hybrid nanocomposite sample. 

From the detailed analysis of data in Fig. 3C, the ratio of the upconversion intensity 

between the 515-535 nm and 535-570 nm emissions of the GNRs@SiO2@UCNPs 

nanocomposites clearly increases when compared with that of the bare UCNPs at the 

same conditions. The thermal change of the GNRs@SiO2@UCNPs nanocomposites 

under NIR excitation was determined by the previously obtained linear regression 

equation for the NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs. Thus, the calculated temperature increase 

reached 20.41K for the GNRs@SiO2@UCNPs nanocomposites. This heat was generated 

by the absorption of the 980 nm excitation beam by the SPR of GNRs. This increase in 

)exp(
kT

E
CR
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the in situ temperature results in a variation of the green upconverted emission of the 

UCNPs. In this nanocomposite, the GNRs could therefore easily be used as nanoheaters 

when excited at 980 nm, while the UCNPs decorated on the surface of the SiO2 shell 

effectively behave as thermal sensors. Moreover, it is worth noting that the total emission 

from the Er
3+

 ions in the GNRs@SiO2@UCNPs nanocomposite was enhanced when 

compared with bare UCNPs. This is due to the fact that when the SPR of the GNRs 

overlaps with the excitation of UCNPs (
2
F5/2 from Yb

3+
 and 

4
I11/2 from Er

3+ 
at 980 nm), as 

shown in Fig. 3D, the energy harnessed by the plasmonic nanostructures (GNRs) could 

be transferred to the electrons of the UCNPs, resulting in an increase in the their 

absorption cross-section [21, 34]. Further to this, the SPR can have either enhancement or 

quenching effects on the upconversion luminescence depending on the relative position 

of the SPR from the excitation or emission of UCNPs and the distance separating the 

UCNPs from the metal surface, that is to say, the thickness of the spacer layer between 

the UCNPs and the surface of the GNRs [35]. There are three competitive effects that 

contribute to this behavior: the plasmonic field causing luminescence enhancement, the 

radiative decay rate from coupling of the upconversion emission with the SPR of GNRs 

resulting in luminescence enhancement and the non-radiative energy transfer resulting in 

luminescence quenching. In this study, the SPR (980 nm) of GNRs was far away from 

the upconversion emission, therefore, the radiative decay rate played a negligible role. If 

the fluorescent species (UCNPs) are close the metal surface, the upconversion 

luminescence decreases as the non-radiative energy transfer is dominant. With the 

increase of the distance between the two species (i.e. the thickness of the spacer layer in 
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this SiO2), the plasmonic field enhancement becomes dominant leading to the observed 

increase of the UCNP luminescence. 

 

Fig.3 (A) Upconversion luminescence spectra of UCNPs at two different temperatures. (B) The temperature 

dependence of the ratio calculated from the luminescence spectra. Dots are experimental results and the red line is the 

best linear fit. (C) Upconversion luminescence spectra of UCNPs and GNRs@SiO2@UCNPs. (D) Normalized 

absorption spectra of UCNPs and GNRs. 

3.3 Characterization of ZnPc loaded GNR@SiO2@UCNPs and photodynamic effect 

A photosensitizer ZnPc was selected as candidate to be loaded into the mesoporous silica 

and to deliver the desired photodynamic effect. A concentrated solution of ZnPc was 

mixed with the GNR@SiO2@UCNPs together until ZnPc absorbed into the porous silica. 

The ZnPc loading capacity was determined by the UV-VIS spectra and reached 1.8 % 

(w/w). Meanwhile, the luminescence intensity of ZnPc loaded GNR@SiO2@UCNPs 

under NIR laser irradiation was also investigated and it was observed that a quenching of 
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the luminescence occurred after ZnPc was loaded into the GNRs@SiO2@UCNPs 

nanocomposite (Fig. 4A). In fact, the red emission (
4
F9/2

4
I15/2) of the 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs from Er
3+ 

decreased by 54%, which was significantly more than 

the decrease in green emission (29%). This quenching resulted from efficient energy 

transfer between the UCNPs (energy donors) and the ZnPc molecules (energy acceptors) 

due to the favorable spectral overlap between the red emission of the UCNPs at 660 nm 

and the absorption of ZnPc at 665 nm (Fig. 4B). Also, it is worth noting that the ratio of 

the green emission bands discussed above remains almost unchanged after ZnPc loading 

in the GNR@SiO2@UCNPs nanocomposites indicating that the LIR technique can still 

be used for thermal sensing after loading. 

The capacity of singlet oxygen (
1
O2) production was assessed using ABDA as a probe 

molecule to monitor the 
1
O2 generation. As shown in Fig. 4C, there are three control 

groups, ABDA incubated with ZnPc loaded GNR@SiO2@UCNPs without laser 

irradiation (blue triangles), ZnPc molecules with laser irradiation (black squares), and 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs alone with laser irradiation (red circles). It is clearly observed that 

there are no significant changes for these control groups over time, which indicates no 

1
O2 generation occurred. However, for ABDA incubated with ZnPc loaded 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs following laser irradiation, the absorbance of ABDA decreased 

significantly indicating that both ZnPc molecules and GNR@SiO2@UCNPs 

nanocomposites as well as 980 nm laser irradiation are necessary for the generation of 

1
O2. To further confirm that 

1
O2 production is triggered by laser irradiation, as shown in 

Fig. 4D, the suspension of ZnPc loaded GNR@SiO2@UCNPs was exposed to laser 

irradiation cycles of 10 minutes and the results clearly demonstrated that the 
1
O2 
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generation was reduced when the laser was switched off. Similar results were observed 

when the laser cycling was repeated. This enhanced 
1
O2 production upon laser irradiation 

could be attributed to the photodynamic process: UCNPs were excited by laser irradiation, 

and the emitted luminescence was absorbed by ZnPc molecules, subsequently converting 

the absorbed energy to triplet oxygen, generating reactive and cytotoxic reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) for cancer treatment. 

 

Fig. 4 (A) Upconversion luminescence spectrums of GNR@SiO2@UCNPs and ZnPc loaded GNR@SiO2@UCNPs 

under 980 nm laser irradiation. (B) Upconversion emission spectrum of UCNPs and UV-VIS absorption spectra of 

ZnPc, indicating the partial spectral overlap between the ZnPc absorption and the UCNPs emission. (C) Production of 

1O2 under consumption of ABDA for different samples over time. (D) Production of 1O2 under consumption of ABDA 

in the absence and presence of laser irradiation. 

3.4 Cytotoxicity study and cell uptake 

The cytotoxicity of the UCNPs, GNR@SiO2 and GNR@SiO2@UCNPs was investigated 

by MTT assay on HeLa cervical cancer cells. The result in Fig. 5 demonstrates that there 

are no significant decrease in the cell viability of the UCNPs and GNR@SiO2 samples at 
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a concentration of 50 μg/ml. Compared with UCNPs and GNR@SiO2, a slightly higher 

cytotoxicity was observed after cell incubation with the GNR@SiO2@UCNPs 

nanocomposites, a surviving fraction of ca. ~96.3% was observed after incubation for 24 

h at a concentration of 50 μg/ml. This slightly lower viability may be attributed to the 

positively APTES capped GNR@SiO2 nanostructures, which could lead to the cellular 

cytotoxicity in terms of causing mitochondrial and lysosomal damage [36, 37]. 

 

Fig. 5 Percent survival of HeLa cells incubated for a period of 24 h with GNR@SiO2, UCNPs and 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs. Each point corresponds to the mean value ± SD from three different experiments. 

To monitor the intracellular uptake of UCNPs and GNR@SiO2@UCNPs, HeLa cells 

were incubated with different samples for 4 h. Fig. 6 shows the confocal microscopy 

images in bright field and luminescence field after incubation with UCNPs and 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs under laser irradiation and an obvious red upconversion emission 

was observed in the cells. The merged images demonstrate that the luminescence of the 

UCNPs appears in the cellular regions, indicating that the UCNPs and 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs nanocomposites have been successfully uptaken into the cells. In 

addition, for GNR@SiO2@UCNPs, the image shows a more intense luminescence in the 

cells compared to that of the UCNPs group, which might be ascribed to the plasmonically 

enhanced luminescence of GNRs@SiO2@UCNPs compared with the bare UCNPs under 

identical laser irradiation. 
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Fig. 6 Left row shows (from the top to bottom) the optical transition images and superimposed image of HeLa cells. 

Center row shows (from the top to bottom) the optical transition images and superimposed image of HeLa cells 

incubated with UCNPs. Right row shows (from the top to bottom) the optical transition images and superimposed 

image of Hela cells incubated with GNR@SiO2@UCNPs. 
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4. Conclusion 

In summary, a novel GNR@SiO2@UCNPs nanocomposite was prepared and 

characterized. We studied the luminescence properties of GNR@SiO2@UCNPs and 

observed that the ratio of the intensities of the green upconverted emission between the 

2
H11/2

4
I15/2 and 

2
S3/2

4
I15/2 transitions changed as a function of temperature and could 

be exploited for thermal sensing. Furthermore, the total luminescence intensity of UCNPs 

was increased in the presence of GNRs (compared to the UCNPs alone), and this 

enhancement could be attributed to the overlap of the excitation of the UCNPs and the 

SPR of the GNRs at 980 nm, as well as the spacer distance between the UCNPs and GNR. 

Thus, the luminescence of the UCNPs was influenced by the localized electromagnetic 

field created by the GNRs, which leads to the observed enhancement luminescence 

intensity. ZnPc was selected as a photosensitizer to load into the mesoporous silica layer 

and a quenching of the UCNPs was observed demonstrating that the emitted 

luminescence was effectively absorbed by the ZnPc molecules, subsequently transferring 

it to the triplet oxygen and ultimately generating the ROS. Finally, in vitro experiments 

were performed to assess their cytotoxicity and potential as a multimodal imaging probe. 

The results showed the absence of cytotoxicity and cellular imaging experiments on the 

incubated cells determined they were excellent biocompatible nanocomposites. Therefore, 

these interesting results confirm that they have the potential to be used as NIR-excited 

multifunctional nanoplatforms for theranostic applications, specifically due to their 

photothermal and photodynamic capabilities.  
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Supporting Information 

 

Fig. S1 Simulated results of electric fields surrounding the surface of individual (A) (C) GNR and (B) (D) GNR@SiO2. 
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Fig. S2 Scheme showing the upconversion mechanism of the NaGdF4:Er3+, Yb3+ UCNPs. The temperature sensitivity 

of the NaGdF4:Er3+, Yb3+ UCNPs occurs as a result of the closely spaced 2H11/2 and 4S3/2 energy states. 
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Chapter 6 

Multifunctional liposome nanocarriers combining upconverting nanoparticles and 

anticancer drugs 

Yue Huang, Eva Hemmer, Federico Rosei, Fiorenzo Vetrone 

J. Phys. Chem. B, 2016, 120, 4992–5001 

It is introduced in Chapter 1 that UCNPs can be considered as efficient and versatile 

optical probes for bioimaging and therapeutic tools. A major advantage of UCNPs is the 

use of NIR light as an excitation source in the biomedical community due to reduced 

absorption and scattering from biological structures when compared to UV-visible light. 

Aside, the broad and tunable emission wavelength range (by choice of the appropriate 

lanthanide ions) provides the potential for multifunctionality resulting in bioprobes 

suitable for applications beyond bioimaging, such as light mediated therapy or drug 

delivery and release. In the context of drug delivery and release, the development of 

innovative delivery systems is essential in order to guarantee the efficient impact of the 

drug where needed while reducing potentially severe side effects. A further important 

aspect is the monitoring of the drug administration and release. In this paper, we first 

prepare liposome nanocarriers, based on the co-encapsulation of Er
3+

 and Yb
3+ 

co-doped 

NaGdF4 UCNPs and the model anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX). Liposomes, with 

similar structures as the cell membrane, are good candidates for drug administration 

owing to their excellent biocompatibility and high therapeutic efficacy. Under NIR (980 

nm) laser irradiation, the UCNPs emit in the green wavelength region following an 

upconversion process. However, upon co-loading of DOX with the UCNPs into the 

dionpa
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liposome nanocarriers, a significant decrease of the green upconversion emission is 

observed. This is because of the partial spectral overlap between the absorption of DOX 

and the green emission of the UCNPs: thus, energy transfer from the UCNPs to the DOX 

molecules occurs resulting in the quenching of the green emission. DOX release studies 

further demonstrated the recovery of the green emission from the UCNPs upon release of 

DOX from the liposome nanocarriers. This allows for the application of liposome 

encapsulated UCNPs as probes for drug release monitoring in addition to its use as a 

luninescence probe. In this way, co-encapsulated UCNPs and the anticancer drug DOX in 

liposomes would exploit the potential use for the simultaneous delivery of therapeutic 

and diagnostic agents.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Perspectives 

7.1 Conclusions 

To date, the integration of nanoparticles and nanotechnology in industrial and scientific 

applications has yet to reach its peak and this is certainly true for biological applications 

where nanoparticles can address several challenges associated with conventional 

fluorophores and provide much needed solutions. UCNPs may fulfill the above needs 

particularly in biological applications due to their unique optical properties different from 

other conventional fluorophores. The results of this thesis project are divided into two 

parts based on the structure of nanocomposites and potential bioapplications combining 

with other therapeutic modalities.  

Part I is mainly focused on the nanocomposites, coupling a nanothermometer with a 

nanoheater based on their distinct optical and thermal properties. In this part, UCNPs can 

be applied as nanothermometers based on the temperature dependent luminescence where 

their luminescence intensity ratios (LIR) vary as a function of temperature. Two types of 

GNRs were designed as nanoheaters, whose SPR overlaps with the emission/or excitation 

of UCNPs, so that the luminescence of UCNPs was influenced by the localized 

electromagnetic field created by GNRs. In addition, these novel nanocomposites could 

also be considered as excellent thermo-responsive control drug release nanoplatforms. 

Part I is divided into two sections, each corresponding to one type of nanostructure. In 

section I, we developed a multifunctional nanoplatform composed of a GNR core and an 

outer shell of upconverting NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs. The GNR core has a longitudinal 

SPR centered at 660 nm, overlapping perfectly with the red emission from the Er
3+ 
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4
F9/2

4
I15/2 transition. This nanocomposite was capable of inducing a localized heating 

via the GNR core while the outer shell could be used to simultaneously monitor the 

surrounding temperature increases. Heating is generated by absorption of the upconverted 

red light from the Er
3+ 4

F9/2
4
I15/2 transition. The absorption from the GNR core was 

evidenced by the more drastic quenching of the upconverted red emission compared to 

the upconverted green emission. The relative intensities of the upconverted emissions 

from the 
2
H11/2

4
I15/2 and 

4
S3/2

4
I15/2 transitions were sensitive to temperature and 

allowed the outer NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

shell to act as a nanothermometer. Finally, when this 

nanocomposite was loaded with a model anticancer drug, we showed that this 

photothermal effect could trigger fast drug release, especially at low pH values. This drug 

release behavior, which depends on high temperature and low pH, is favorable in tumor 

extracellular environment, and hence has promising applications in cancer therapy. 

In section II, we developed a novel nanocomposite GNR@SiO2@UCNPs. The 

NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs were synthesized via thermal decomposition method, and 

these UCNPs were electronically coupled with GNRs whose SPR absorption at 980 nm, 

which overlapping perfectly with the excitation from the Yb
3+ 2

F7/2
2
F5/2 transition. We 

investigated the luminescence properties of GNR@SiO2@UCNPs, the ratio of the 

intensity of green emission of upconversion between the 
2
H11/2

4
I15/2 and 

2
S3/2

4
I15/2 

were enhanced when compared with the bare UCNPs, which responds to temperature 

changes and could be exploited for thermal sensing. The total luminescence intensity of 

UCNPs was increased in the presence of GNRs when compared with bare UCNPs. This 

enhancement could be attributed to the overlap of the excitation of UCNPs and the SPR 
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of GNRs at 980 nm influencing the luminescence of the UCNPs by the localized 

electromagnetic field created by the GNRs. ZnPc was further selected as a 

photosensitizer to load into the mesoporous silica layer. The luminescence of UCNPs was 

quenched after ZnPc loading, since the luminescence emitted from the UCNPs was 

effectively absorbed by the ZnPc molecules, and transferred to the triplet oxygen, 

generating the ROS. Finally, cellular experiments were performed, the results of the 

absence of cytotoxicity and cellular imaging in the incubated cells make it an excellent 

biocompatible nanocomposite. Therefore, it could be considered as a potential 

multifunctional nanoplatform for cancer treatment based on the upconversion 

luminescence, photothermal and photodynamic system. 

In part II, we selected liposomes as nanocarriers to encapsulate Er
3+

 and Yb
3+

 co-doped 

NaGdF4 UCNPs and the model anticancer drug DOX. Under 980 nm laser excitation, the 

liposome encapsulated UCNPs showed strong green emission. Conversely, after loading 

DOX, quenching of the upconverted green emission was observed, due to partial spectral 

overlap between the absorption of DOX and the green emission of the UCNPs, and the 

resultant energy transfer between the UCNPs (donor) and DOX molecules (acceptor). 

This energy transfer from the UCNPs to the DOX molecules can only happen if both the 

donor and acceptor moieties are in sufficiently close proximity. In addition, DOX release 

was investigated and the data demonstrated a recovery of the green upconversion 

emission intensity of the UCNPs, which correlated well with the extent of DOX release. 

This luminescence enhancement as function of drug release could be developed for 

monitoring drug release through UCNPs luminescence. Thus, the nanocarrier presented 

here, a liposome co-encapsulated with UCNPs and the anticancer drug DOX, provided a 
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promising theranostics platform for simultaneous bioimaging and therapy. Future work 

will focus on the surface functionalization of these nanocarriers with targeting moieties to 

endow them with selectivity and specificity relevant for targeted diagnostics and 

therapeutics for diseases such as cancer. 

7.2 Perspectives 

We have developed several multifunctional nanostructures based on the UCNPs and 

other therapeutic modalities. However, research in the bioapplications of UCNPs is still 

at the infancy stage; more research is required to optimize the efficiency of these 

nanocomposites and overcome the challenges related to optical properties and future 

bioapplications. Therefore, there are several interesting directions for future work in the 

areas of research presented in this thesis. 

7.2.1 Optimization of UCNPs properties and materials 

In chapter 4, we select NaYF4 as upconversion host, due to the intense luminescence 

achieved in that host. In order to develop materials to broaden their functionalities, 

NaGdF4 can also be considered as a good host for upconversion and, due to the presence 

of Gd
3+

 ions which brings the possibility of using the nanostructure as a contrast agent for 

magnetic resonance imaging. 

Leaving aside the challenges related to host materials for UCNPs, we selected Yb
3+

/Er
3+ 

ion pairs for luminescence investigation in this thesis, owing to Er
3+

 ions showing some 

of the highest upconversion efficiency. However, the visible emitted wavelength 

generated by Er
3+

 ions restricts their real bioapplication due to their short tissue 

penetration depths (caused by tissue scattering and specific absorptions of tissue 
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components such as melanin and hemoglobin) [138]. To overcome this problem, 

Yb
3+

/Tm
3+

 ions might be considered as an alternative because of the excited 

luminescence bands lying within the so-called “biological window” (700 - 900 nm) in the 

near future. 

In this thesis, all the nanomaterials are normally excited at 980 nm. This wavelength 

accounts for better penetration depth in biological tissues than visible or ultraviolet light, 

but it can still be absorbed by water molecules and thus can be hardly included in a 

biological transparency window. Consequently, to fully exploit the advantages of NIR 

excitation regarding penetration depth, it would be interesting to move towards different 

excitation wavelengths. Recently, we are starting to exploit the use of Nd
3+

 ions, since it 

can be excited at 800 nm that lies within the first biological window. In this case, the 

wavelength used for imaging is not obtained by upconversion, but by standard 

luminescence as Nd
3+

 emits also in the NIR at 1300 nm [139]. It has been demonstrated 

that this wavelength is advantageous in terms of transparency of the biological samples 

(it is in the second biological window), but also to avoid autofluorescence. 

7.2.2 Investigation of distance dependence of upconversion luminescence 

In chapter 4 and chapter 5, we introduce metal nanoparticles to incorporate with UCNPs 

to act as nanoheater and nanothermomemter, respectively. The presence of these metal 

nanoparticles (e.g. GNRs), is known for enhancing or quenching luminescence of UCNPs 

through influencing both the emission and absorption. Typically, the enhancement effect 

stems from two possible mechanisms including the local field effect upon optical 

excitation of its SPR; radiative decay arising from the resonance of the emission from 
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luminescent materials. While quenching effect could be caused due to non-radiative 

decay resulting in energy transfer from the UCNPs to metal surface. During the 

competition of these processes, the thickness of the spacer layer between a plasmonic 

metal nanostructure and fluorophore is a critical factor in determining which process 

plays dominant or whether the upconversion luminescence is plasmonically enhanced or 

quenched.  

In chapter 4, the quenching of the nanocomposites is observed compared with the UCNP 

nanoshell, due to the fact that the spacer thickness is below the critical distance for 

enhancement. For the synthesis of GNR@UCNPs, NaBF4 was introduced to release H
+
 

and F
-
 ions under high temperature and pressure causing the silica middle layer to 

simultaneously corrode. This small spacer has the effect of leading to a quenching of the 

upconversion luminescence by non-radiative energy transfer from UCNPs to the gold 

surface. In chapter 5, the total emission of GNR@SiO2@UCNPs was enhanced when 

compared with the bare UCNPs. During the process of GNR@SiO2@UCNPs 

nanocomposite preparation, silica layer was functionalized by APTES and combining 

with UCNPs through electrostatic interaction between the UCNPs with a negative surface 

charge and the positively charged APTES without corroding. This silica layer distance 

between UCNPs and GNRs make local plasmonic field become dominant leading to the 

enhancement of UCNPs luminescence. Although out of the scope of this thesis, the 

upconversion luminescence intensity for such structures as a function of silica spacer 

thickness will be investigated in the future. 
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7.2.3 Surface modification of UCNPs-based nanostructures 

The physicochemical characteristics of the UCNPs’ surface are important to determine 

their toxicity and effectivity when they are introduced into a biological environment. 

However, the design of all the nanostructures in this thesis is still at the stage of 

demonstrating their optical properties and other possibilities, but not totally designing for 

in vivo applications. It is important to consider that the surface of the UCNPs may non-

specifically adsorb proteins (opsonization). This makes them eventually more visible for 

phagocytic cells belonging to the immune system, which would clear them from the 

blood stream. 

To improve the circulation time of the nanostructures, it is also important to extend PEG 

modification, as it has been demonstrated that it helps escaping the reticulo-endothelial 

system scavenging and some nonspecific uptake levels. PEGylated nanostructures could 

particularly increase the targeting efficiency of the therapies via enhanced permeation 

retention (EPR) effect. Also, the additional use of targeting ligands is important. We will 

try to conjugate targeting ligand (e.g. folic acid) with PEG to direct the nanocomposites 

only to infected areas. In this case, the nanocomposites can not only improve therapeutic 

efficiency, but also minimize toxicity and therefore side-effects to the patient, by targeted 

release of the therapeutic drugs and maintaining the optimum concentration at precise 

sites in the organs. 

7.2.4 Biological experiments with a collaborator 

In this thesis, we mainly focus on the preparation and characterization of novel 

nanocomposites. However, the biological experiments (with a collaborator) including 
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cellular assays and in vivo assay are required and will be undertaken. Specifically, 1) 

further toxicity studies including cytotoxicity in normal cells, nanocomposite distribution, 

metabolism, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in animal models are required; 2) 

PDT, PTT and drug delivery based on the UCNPs mentioned in the thesis will be 

performed in the cellular and animal models, and the multifunctional bioimaging and 

therapeutic effects will be evaluated in the near future.  
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Appendice B 

Résumé 

L’introduction 

Au cours des dernières années, des nanoparticules de la conversion ascendante dopées 

aux lanthanides (Ln
3+

) - (en anglais: Upconverting nanoparticles; UCNPs) sont 

émergentes pour une bioimagerie efficace et polyvalente ainsi que des méthodes 

thérapeutiques. Généralement, ces nanoparticules peuvent être excitées avec la lumière 

proche infrarouge (en anglais: near-infrared; NIR) et peuvent s’émettre des photons de 

haute énergie qui comprennent l'ultraviolet (UV), visible et NIR par un processus 

multiphotonique, dit dont la conversion ascendante (upconversion). Pendant ce processus, 

la conversion ascendante est réalisée par l’absorption d'énergie par deux ou plus de 

photons d'excitation pour la génération d’une émission de photons, et elle est caractérisée 

par l'émission de lumière à des longueurs d'onde plus courtes que la longueur d'onde 

d'excitation [11]. Particulièrement, contrairement à la luminescence à deux photons, (en 

anglais: two-photon luminescence; TPL), l'absorption des photons est séquentielle et non 

simultanée [12]. Dans ce dernier cas, elle est nécessaire d’une excitation par des lasers 

avec des impulsions ultra-rapides (femtosecondes). Le processus de la conversion 

ascendante se bénéficie d'états excités intermédiaires réels possédant de longues durées 

de vie en général dans les échelles de µs à ms [13]. Celui-ci permet de l'absorption 

séquentielle et de l’étape progressive de photons NIR pour réaliser l’excitation de l'état 

d'énergie final, suivi par la génération d'un photon d'énergie plus élevée.  
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Il y plusieurs types de processus de la conversion ascendante. Généralement, le processus 

de la conversion ascendante des UCNPs dopées aux lanthanides pourrait comprendre des 

trois stages: l’absorption de l'état excité (en anglais: excited state absorption; ESA), la 

conversion ascendante de relaxation croisée (en anglais: cross-relaxation; CR), et la 

conversion ascendante du transfert d'énergie (en anglais: energy transfer upconversion; 

ETU). Il est à noter que le processus d’ETU est celle le plus efficace de la conversion 

ascendante et la plupart des UCNPs utilisées aujourd'hui se profitent de ce mécanisme. 

Dans le processus d’ETU, le transfert d'énergie a lieu d’entre deux ions lanthanides 

voisins. Le processus d’ETU commence par une absorption de photons par un ion, puis 

un transfert d'énergie non radiatif subséquente d'ions voisins conduit la population d'un 

état très excité de l'ion émettant. Donc, la concentration de dopant qui détermine la 

distance moyenne entre les ions dopants voisins a une forte influence sur l'efficacité de la 

conversion ascendante d'un processus d'ETU. Bien que l'émission de la conversion 

ascendante puisse être théoriquement réalisée sur la plupart des ions des lanthanides, les 

exigences des niveaux d'énergie ont limité les ions émettant à plusieurs ions lanthanides. 

Typiquement, Yb
3+

 est utilisé comme sensibilisateur pour transférer l'énergie des ions 

émettant voisins dans le processus de l'ETU, tandis que les ions d'émission les plus 

utilisés sont Er
3+

, Tm
3+

, etc [25]. L’ion du sensibilisateur (par exemple, Yb
3+

) est excité 

par une source de lumière NIR qui se transfères non radiatifs ensuite cette énergie à l'ion 

d'émetteur (par exemple, Er
3+

 ou Tm
3+

) qui émet un photon de détection. La figure 1 

montre l'illustration schématique du processus de la conversion ascendante de NIR à 

visible et UV. 
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Figure 1 Diagramme des niveaux d'énergie pour UCNPs en Yb
3+

/Er
3+

 et Yb
3+

/Tm
3+ 

[26] 

Bénéficiant de mécanisme de la conversion ascendante d’émission des ions de dopant 

lanthanides, ces UCNPs se présentent des propriétés optiques spécifiques, tels que les 

petites tailles de bandes des émissions, un grand décalage anti-Stokes, la photostabilité 

élevée, le faible contexte d'autofluorescence, la grande profondeur de pénétration et la 

résolution temporelle [42]. Par exemple, il a été démontré que l’UCNP individuel 

représente de la photostabilité et un comportement non-clignotant et montrent aucune 

perte d'intensité après une heure d'excitation continue [140]. En outre, autre que les 

propriétés optiques, la détection thermique est également la propriété importante pour les 

UCNPs. À ce jour, il y a des plusieurs exemples démontrant que l'intensité des transitions 

intra-4f et de la durée de vie d'un état excité 4f particulier sont fonction de la température. 

Associé aux UCNPs, quelques émissions des ions lanthanides ont un équilibre thermique 
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déterminé par le facteur de Boltzmann. Par conséquent, les UCNPs pourraient être 

utilisés comme nanothermomètres lors de la combinaison de l'utilisation des propriétés 

thermiques et optiques. 

UCNPs ont démontré un potentiel important dans les applications de bio-imagerie et la 

thérapie du cancer. Dans bio-imagerie, UCNPs ont été utilisés pour l'imagerie in vitro, 

l'imagerie in vivo et, plus récemment, d'autres techniques de bio-imagerie telles que la 

tomographie par émission de positons (PET) [48] et la tomographie optique diffusé (DOT) 

[49]. Par exemple, Vetrone et al. a étudié l'imagerie intracellulaire de cellules HeLa en 

utilisant NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs fonctionnalisé avec polyéthylènimine (PEI). Les 

résultats ont montré une redistribution des UCNPs à l'intérieur de la cellule comme la 

durée d'incubation augmentée, ce qui promet de l'application d’UCNPs pour l'imagerie en 

temps réel de dynamiques cellulaires [59]. En outre, pour l'imagerie in vivo, en 2006, Lim 

et ses collègues ont montré un exemple précédent d’imagerie Caenorhabditis elegans en 

utilisant nanoparticules Y2O3:Yb
3+

, Er
3+

. La taille des nanoparticules est d'environ de 50 à 

150 nm et la distribution des UCNPs chez Caenorhabditis elegans peut être clairement 

visualisé à l’excitation de longueur d’onde de 980 nm. Cette étude se démontre 

qu’UCNPs pourrait être un outil fort pour la bioimagerie [60]. En outre, en base de la 

relation entre les propriétés optiques et thermiques, d'un type particulier de capteur de 

température a également été développée. Par exemple, Vetrone et al. ont démontré la 

détection de la température intracellulaire en utilisant le NaYF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs. Ce 

travail s’ouvre une nouvelle direction pour les bio-applications d’UCNPs. Le capteur de 

température sur la base d’UCNP pourrait fonctionner de 300 à 2000 K [106]. 
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UCNPs sont également étudiées pour la thérapie du cancer où leur luminescence a été 

exploitée pour des applications telles que la thérapie photodynamique (en anglais: 

photodynamic therapy; PDT), la thérapie photothermique (en anglais: photothermal 

therapy; PTT) et la livraison de médicaments. La thérapie photodynamique est un type de 

traitement médical activé par la lumière, ce qui provoque la mort contrôlée des cellules 

malades comme des cellules tumorales. Il est en base sur un processus dans lequel un 

médicament sensible à la lumière appelé un photosensibilisateur est introduit dans les 

cellules, et est ensuite excité par la lumière à une longueur d'onde appropriée. L'énergie 

absorbée est transférée à l'oxygène moléculaire présentent dans l'environnement, en 

produisant des échantillons réactives de l'oxygène et cytotoxiques (en anglais: reactive 

oxygen species; ROS), dont la présence pourras déclencher la mort des cellules [65, 66]. 

De nos jours, la combinaison de médicaments PDT avec UCNPs a concentré sur 

l'attention. UCNPs NIR-excités peuvent émettre UV/photons visibles qui peuvent être 

utilisés pour activer les photosensibilisateurs à la proximité proche, puis générer des ROS 

pour tuer les cellules cancéreuses dans l’environnement. Ce serait, par exemple, 

permettre le traitement du carcinome plus profond et d'étendre la polyvalence de cette 

modalité thérapeutique [67, 68]. En outre, la possibilité de cellules de cancer du ciblage 

spécifique des composés PDT peut être contrôlée par UCNPs localisant les maladies bien 

que l'imagerie par fluorescence. Par exemple, le premier travail de combinaison 

d’UCNPs et PDT a été publiée par Zhang et al [65]. Dans leur étude, UCNPs ont été 

revêtues par une couche de silice, où les molécules PDT ont été incorporées et leurs 

résultats ont démontré qu'une amélioration du transfert d'énergie entre l’UCNP et le 
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composé PDT peut être obtenue en utilisant des dopants supplémentaires comme ions 

lanthanides. 

La thérapie photothermique (PTT) est une stratégie de traitement basée sur les dommages 

que les températures élevées peuvent se produire dans les cellules, i.e. il utilise la chaleur 

pour tuer les cellules cancéreuses [71]. Afin de générer une augmentation de la 

température dans les cellules, un mécanisme très efficace consiste à transférer à partir 

d'une source lumineuse, plus pratiquement un laser, par l’absorption optique. Par 

conséquent, les nanoparticules avec un coefficient d'absorption optique élevée et le taux 

de dissipation thermique peuvent s’augmenter l'efficacité de PTT. Les métaux nobles 

comme l'or ou l'argent, sont considérés comme d'excellents candidats pour PTT en raison 

de leur forte absorption de résonance plasmonique de surface (en anglais: surface 

plasmon resonance; SPR) qui peut être suivie par l'émission de lumière et, plus important 

ici, la libération de chaleur. La résonance plasmonique de surface (SPR) est l'oscillation 

de résonance des électrons de conduction à l'interface métal stimulée par la lumière 

incidente. Ces nanoparticules ont souvent le SPR dans le visible, bien que pour certaines 

morphologies il peut descendre au NIR. Particulièrement, les nanosphères d'or, qui sont 

particulièrement pratique en raison de la facilité de synthèse, ont la bande d'absorption 

SPR au range de la spectrale verte/jaune, bien que la longueur d'onde précise peut être 

réglée en changeant la taille des particules. Un exemple particulièrement a été donné par 

Qian et al. que UCNPs préparées décorée par l’or appliquant une méthode de 

microémulsion inverse [75]. Ils ont observé que UCNPs dopées Er
3+

 qui émettent une 

lumière verte après l’excitation de NIR, peuvent être utilisées pour exciter les 

nanoparticules d'or, puis a déclenché l’augmentation de la température. Les données in 
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vitro ont démontré que les cellules cancéreuses ont été tuées efficacement après 

l'irradiation avec un laser à 980 nm, ce qui prouve qu’UCNPs peut être utilisé comme 

l’antenne pour le rayonnement. 

Une autre application récente de la conversion ascendante dans la thérapie est la livraison 

de médicaments ciblés. Les systèmes de livraison de médicaments actuels sont basés sur 

des nanostructures (nanoparticules, des liposomes, des micelles, des dendrimères, des 

nanoémulsions, etc.) [78] avec une distribution de taille entre 10 et 100 nm pour 

empêcher la clairance par le système réticulo-endothélial [79], et par conséquent, de les 

maintenir en le courant sanguin pendant une durée plus longue [80]. Les propriétés de ces 

nanostructures peuvent être améliorées, bien que, par l’étiquette optique, pour visualiser 

leur distribution in vivo et, par conséquent, de contrôler l'efficacité du traitement. Pour 

cette raison, UCNPs sont émergentes comme un élément intéressant dans nanosystèmes 

de livraison de médicaments, en participant à la surveillance de location des médicaments 

et l'étude de l'interaction avec d'autres composants cellulaires. Par exemple, Liu et ses 

collaborateurs ont utilisé le polymère amphiphilede polyéthylène glycol greffé (en anglais: 

polyethylene glycol grafted amphiphilic polymer) à fonctionnaliser les UCNPs. Les 

nanoparticules obtenues ont été utilisées comme porteurs pour la livraison de doxorubicin 

(DOX) [54]. 

Les objectifs 

Cette thèse se compose de deux parties: la première partie est principalement sur le 

développement de nanocomposites multifonctionnels combinées UCNPs et nanobâtons 

d'or (en anglais: gold nanorods; GNRs). 
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Jusqu'à présent, UCNPs ont montré d’être des outils efficaces et versatiles pour 

bioapplications. Une des applications les plus intéressantes est l'utilisation d’UCNPs 

comme nanothermomètres optiques. La majorité des nanothermomètres d’UCNP sont 

basées sur la luminescence dépendante de la température à laquelle les rapports 

d'intensité de luminescence varient en fonction de la température. Ces types de 

nanothermomètres s’ouvrent la porte à des possibilités thérapeutiques pour de 

nombreuses maladies, où une température locale augmente à la mort induite par la 

chaleur. En basé sur ça, ces nanothermomètres sont envisagées pour combiner avec 

nanoréchauffeur locales dont le rôle principe est de provoquer la température augmente 

contenait afin d'induire la mort cellulaire. Pendant ce processus, GNRs sont considérés 

comme d'excellents candidats pour nanoréchauffeur, en raison de leur forte absorption 

SPR accordable entre 650 et 1200 nm, en particulier lorsque le plasmon est situé dans le 

NIR, avec des applications in vivo compatible. Les GNRs absorbent la lumière 

provoquant des électrons pour subir des transitions de l'état du sol à l'état excité. 

L'énergie d'excitation électronique se conduit par une augmentation de l'énergie cinétique, 

ce qui conduit à la surchauffe de l'environnement local autour de l'espèce absorbant la 

lumière. Par conséquent, les cellules ou les tissus locaux pourraient être détruits par la 

chaleur produite. Récemment, PTT utilisant les bandes SPR localisées de nanoparticules 

d'or et les UCNPs a été rapporté. Cependant, il y a encore des défis et des questions qui 

doivent être abordées considérables. Par exemple, les cellules saines avoisinantes peuvent 

être endommagées en raison de l'augmentation de la température en même temps que les 

cellules malades. Par conséquent, il faut prendre soin d'obtenir un contrôle précis sur 

l'incrément de température locale afin de ne pas exposer les cellules saines entourantes à 
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ce chauffage localisé. Pour finir ce travail, les nanoréchauffeurs peuvent être couplés à un 

nanothermomètre mais doivent être situés dans le même espace cellulaire. Par conséquent, 

ils doivent être transportés dans le même véhicule. Ainsi, la détection thermique avec 

UCNPs pourrait être utilisée pour commander le traitement des PTT, ce qui minimise les 

dommages collatéraux dans les tissus sains entourant de la cible de l'hyperthermie. Par 

conséquent, le nanocomposite n’est pas seulement adapté sur la bioimagerie, mais aussi 

peut potentiellement être utilisé pour des applications où un gradient thermique doit être 

généré et surveillé par un thermomètre. En particulier, un médicament moléculaire 

pourrait être également chargé dans ces nanocomposites, et le comportement de la 

libération de médicament pourrait être renforcé par la chaleur générée par les GNRs. Cela 

se conduirait par un nanocomposite à volets multiples ou multi-modale apte à délivrer 

deux modalités thérapeutiques. Les objectifs de cette partie sont: (1) la préparation et la 

caractérisation de nouveaux nanocomposites multifonctionnels combinant UCNPs et 

GNRs. (2) recherche sur le rapport d'intensité de luminescence UCNPs en fonction de la 

température et de l'utilisation pour détecter les changements de température de 

nanocomposites sous irradiation laser. (3) comparé la luminescence UCNPs avant et 

après la combinaison GNRs et analyser l'influence des GNRs sur le changement de 

luminescence. (4) des médicaments du modèle ont été sélectionnés et chargés dans les 

nanocomposites, des profils de libération de médicament ont été évalués. 

Les liposomes sont artificiellement nanoporteurs préparés composant une phase 

lamellaire bicouche lipidique. Ils sont considérés comme de bons candidats pour 

l'administration de médicaments en raison du fait que leur structure est semblable à celle 

des membranes cellulaires. Grand potentiel pour biocompatibilité améliorée, une toxicité 
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réduite et une meilleure efficacité thérapeutique a été rapportée pour la livraison de 

médicaments à base de liposomes. Récemment, dans le cadre de nanoporteurs à base de 

liposomes, des rapports de recherche ont montré que l'encapsulation de nanostructures, 

comme des boîtes quantiques (QDs), métallique, ou des nanoparticules d'oxyde de fer au 

sein de liposomes fournit une multitude d'approches novatrices pour des applications 

biomédicales et pharmaceutiques. Cependant, leur utilisation comme systèmes de 

livraison pour les différents types de nanoparticules est encore en train de la recherche. 

En particulier pour les liposomes encapsulé UCNPs, les données sont encore rares, et 

d'autres études sur la conception, la caractérisation et l'application des liposomes 

encapsulé UCNPs sont nécessaires pour développer leur application dans le domaine 

biomédical. Par conséquent, nous construisons un liposome co-encapsulé UCNPs et DOX, 

qui combine l'imagerie optique et les modalités thérapeutiques. Les deux UCNPs et DOX 

sont répartis dans la phase aqueuse interne des liposomes en raison de leur caractère 

hydrophile. Pendant ce temps, parce qu'il y a une superposition des spectres partiels entre 

le spectre d'absorption de la DOX et de l'émission verte de la conversion ascendante des 

UCNPs dans la longueur d'onde entre 510 et 570 nm, les UCNPs et les molécules DOX 

sont les donneurs d'énergie et accepteurs d'énergie, respectivement. Le transfert d'énergie 

de résonance de luminescence (en anglais: luminescence resonance energy transfer; 

LRET)  aurait lieu sur la base de la distance étroite entre UCNPs et DOX, ce qui pourrait 

en outre utilisé pour le système de surveillance de libération du médicament en temps réel 

très sensible. Par conséquent, ce nanoporteur de liposome encapsulé avec UCNPs et 

DOX pourrait être utilisé pour biomédecine multimodale, impliquant la détection et le 

traitement d'une maladie simultanée. Les objectifs de cette partie sont: (1) Préparation et 
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caractérisation des liposomes encapsulants UCNPs et DOX. (2) Étude de la luminescence 

UCNPs et d'analyser l'influence de UCNPs luminescence par chargement DOX. (3) 

Utilisation de l'intensité de la luminescence du UCNPs pour surveiller la libération du 

médicament en investiguant quantitativement le transfert d'énergie de résonance de 

luminescence (LRET) de UCNPs à DOX. 

Partie I: nanocomposites multifonctionnels combinant UCNPs et GNRs 

La partie I est principalement concentrée sur les nanocomposites, le couplage d'un 

nanothermomètre avec un nanoréchauffeur en fonction de leurs propriétés optiques et 

thermiques distinctes. Dans cette partie, UCNPs peuvent être appliqués comme 

nanothermomètres basées sur la luminescence dépendante de la température à laquelle les 

rapports d'intensité de luminescence (LIR) varient en fonction de la température. Deux 

types de GNRs ont été effectués comme nanoréchauffeurs, dont superposition de SPR 

avec l'émission / ou l'excitation de UCNPs, de sorte que la luminescence de UCNPs a été 

influencée par le champ électromagnétique localisé créé par les GNRs. En outre, ces 

nouveaux nanocomposites pourraient également être considérés comme excellents 

nanoplatforms pour la libération de médicaments contrôlée par le capteur à la chaleur. 

Chapitre 4: Nanoplateforme multifonctionnel unique basé sur la conversion 

ascendante luminescence et des GNRs 

Dans le chapitre 4, nous avons développé une nanoplateforme multifonctionnel composé 

d'un noyau GNR et une enveloppe extérieure de la conversion ascendante NaYF4:Er
3+

, 

Yb
3+

 UCNPs. Le noyau GNR a une SPR longitudinale centrée à 660 nm, qui se 

superpose parfaitement avec l'émission rouge de la transition Er
3+ 4

F9/2
4
I15/2. Ce 
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nanocomposite est capable d'induire un échauffement localisé par l'intermédiaire du 

noyau GNR tandis que l'enveloppe extérieure peut être utilisée pour contrôler 

simultanément la température augmente entourant. Le chauffage est généré par 

l'absorption de la lumière rouge de la conversion ascendante de transition Er
3+ 4

F9/2
4
I15/2. 

L'absorption du noyau GNR a été mise en évidence par la trempe plus drastique du rouge 

par rapport aux transitions vertes. Les intensités relatives des émissions de la conversion 

ascendante de transitions 
2
S11/2

4
I15/2 et 

4
S3/2

4
I15/2 étaient sensibles à la température et 

ont permis à l’enveloppe NaYF4 extérieure: Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

pour s’agir comme 

nanothermomètre. Enfin, lorsque ce nanocomposite a été chargé avec un médicament du 

modèle anticancer, nous avons montré que cet effet photothermique pourrait déclencher 

la libération du médicament rapide, en particulier aux faibles valeurs de pH. Ce 

comportement de libération du médicament, qui dépend de la température élevée et la 

valeur de pH faible, est favorable dans la tumeur milieu extracellulaire, et a donc des 

applications prometteuses dans la thérapie du cancer. 

 

Figure 2 Illustration schématique de la procédure synthétique pour les nanocomposites 

GNR@NaYF4:Er
3+

,Yb
3+

.                                                                                    
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Figure 3 (A) Spectres de luminescencede la conversion ascendante de NaYF4: Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 à deux 

températures différentes. (B) La dépendance en température du rapport calculé à partir des spectres 

de luminescence. Sphères sont des résultats expérimentaux, et la ligne rouge est le meilleur 

ajustement linéaire. (C) Spectres de la conversion ascendante luminescence de NaYF4: Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 et 

GNR @ NaYF4: Er
3+

, Yb
3+

. (D) Un schéma montrant le niveau de l'Yb
3+

 et des ions Er
3+

 dopantes et 

le mécanisme de conversion ascendante énergie. La sensibilité à la température de l'NaYF4: Er
3+

, 

Yb
3+

 se produit en raison de l'étroite espacées 
2
H11/2 et 

4
S3/2 états d'énergie. 

L'article sur les résultats décrits dans le présent chapitre est le suivant: 

Y. Huang, F. Rosei, F. Vetrone. A single multifunctional nanoplatform based 

onupconversion luminescence and gold nanorods. Nanoscale, 2015; 7(12):5178-5185[53] 

Chapitre 5: Nanocomposites multifonctionnels à base de nanoparticules de la 

conversion ascendante combinées l’effet photothermique et l’effet photodynamique. 
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Dans le chapitre 5, un nouvel nanocomposite GNR@SiO2@UCNPs a été préparé et 

caractérisé. Nous avons étudié les propriétés de luminescence de GNR@SiO2@UCNPs et 

constaté que le rapport des intensités de l'émission de la conversion ascendante verte 

entre transitions de 
2
H11/2

4
I15/2 et 

4
S3/2

4
I15/2 a changé en fonction de la température et 

pourrait être exploitée pour la détection thermique. En outre, l'intensité de luminescence 

totale d’UCNPs a été augmentée en présence d'GNRs (par rapport aux seuls UCNPs), et 

cette amélioration peut être attribuée à la superposition de l'excitation des UCNPs et la 

SPR de GNRs à 980 nm, ainsi que la distance d'espace entre UCNPs et GNR. Ainsi, la 

luminescence des UCNPs a été influencée par le champ électromagnétique localisée créé 

par les GNRs, ce qui se conduit à l'enfoncementde l'intensité de luminescence observée. 

Zinc phthalocyanin (ZnPc) a été choisi comme l’agent de photosenibilisateur pour 

charger dans la couche de silice mésoporeuse et une trempe des UCNPs a été observée ce 

qui démontre que la luminescence émise a été effectivement absorbée par les molécules 

ZnPc, à transférer ensuite à l'oxygène triplet et, finalement, générer l'ROS. Enfin, des 

expériences in vitro ont été réalisées pour évaluer leur cytotoxicité et leur potentiel en 

tant que sonde d'imagerie multimodale. Les résultats ont montré l'absence de cytotoxicité 

et des expériences d'imagerie cellulaire sur les cellules incubées déterminées, ils étaient 

excellents nanocomposites biocompatibles. Par conséquent, ces résultats intéressants 

confirment qu'ils ont le potentiel d'être utilisé comme nanoplatforms multifonctionnels 

excités NIR pour des applications de combinaison de diagnostics et de thérapies 

(théranostiques), en particulier en raison de leur capacités photothermiques et 

photodynamiques. 
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.  

Figure 4 Illustration schématique de la procédure de synthèse pour le nanocomposite 

GNR@SiO2@UCNPs. 

 

Figure 5 (A) Images de microscopie électronique en transmission (en anglais: transmission electron 

microscopy; TEM) et (B) TEM à haute résolution de NaGdF4: Er
3+

, Yb
3+ 

UCNPs synthétisé. (C) 

TEM de GNRs synthétisées, (D) les GNRs enduits SiO2, et (E) hybride de GNRs revêtus SiO2 

décorées avec NaGdF4:Er
3+

, Yb
3+

 UCNPs (GNR@SiO2@UCNPs). (F) image de TEM à haute 

résolution de la interface de GNR@SiO2@UCNPs. 

L'article sur les résultats décrits dans le présent chapitre est le suivant: 
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Y. Huang, L. L. Páez, P. H. González, D. Jaque, F. Rosei, F. Vetrone. Multifunctional 

nanocomposites based on upconverting nanoparticles with combined photothermal and 

photodynamic effects. En préparation. 

Partie II: Nanoporteurs de liposomes multifonctionnels combinant UCNPs et les 

médicaments anticancéreux 

Dans la deuxième partie, nous avons sélectionné des liposomes comme nanoporteurs 

pour encapsuler UCNPs NaGdF4 co-dopées par Er
3+

 et Yb
3+

 et le modèle de DOX de 

médicament anticancéreux. Sous l’excitation du laser avec longueur d’onde de 980 nm, 

les liposomes encapsulé UCNPs ont montré une forte émission verte. Contrairement, 

après le chargement de la DOX, la trempe de l'émission verte de la conversion ascendante 

a été observée en raison de la superposition de spectral partiel entre l'absorption de la 

DOX et l'émission verte des UCNPs, et le transfert d'énergie qui en résulte entre les 

UCNPs (donneur) et des molécules DOX (accepteur). Ce transfert d'énergie à partir des 

UCNPs aux molécules DOX ne peut se produire si les deux fractions donneur et 

accepteur sont suffisamment proches. En outre, la libération DOX a été étudiée et les 

données ont démontré une récupération de l’intensité d'émission verte de la conversion 

ascendante des UCNPs, qui est bien corrélée avec l'ampleur de la libération DOX. Cet 

enfoncement de la luminescence en fonction de libération du médicament pourrait être 

développé pour la surveillance de la libération du médicament à travers de luminescence 

UCNPs. Ainsi, le nanoporteur présenté ici, un liposome co-encapsulé avec UCNPs et le 

médicament anticancéreux DOX, a fourni un plateau théranostique prometteur pour la 

bioimagerie et la thérapie simultanée. Les travaux futurs se concentreront sur la 
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fonctionnalisation de surface de ces nanoporteurs avec des fractions ciblées pour les doter 

de la sélectivité et la spécificité pertinente pour le diagnosticciblé et la thérapeutique pour 

les maladies comme le cancer. 

 

Figure 6 Représentation schématique des structures de liposomes à blanc, UCNPs encapsulées dans 

des liposomes (Lipo-UCNPs) DOX encapsulée dans des liposomes (Lipo-DOX) et UCNPs, DOX co-

encapsulés dans des liposomes (Lipo-UCNPs-DOX). 
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Figure 7 Image de TEM de (A) liposomes à blanc et (B) Lipo-UCNPs. Les flèches blanches indiquent 

la présence de l'UCNP. (C) Analyse élémentaire de lipo-UCNPs par spectroscopie à rayons X à 

dispersion d'énergie (en anglais : Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy; EDX). 

L'article sur les résultats décrits dans le présent chapitre est le suivant: 

Y. Huang, E. Hemmer, F. Rosei, F. Vetrone. Multifunctional liposome nanocarriers 

combining upconverting nanoparticles and anticancer drugs. J. Phys. Chem. B. 

2016;120(22):4992-5001[93] 

 

 

 

 




